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IN DENVER PAPERS.
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President Norment

Never Has Been
and is Not Now Connected With
Colorado Bank.

BUT
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GOOD SCHOOLS IN

HES

CHINESE STATESMAN

Conway Visits
Chimayo and Talks to

Superintendent John

SPEECH

IS

SPLENDID

NORTHERN PART OF COUNTY

ISSnSSKEO

V.

SillG

Parents.

County School Superintendent John
V. Conway returned last evening from
When seen by a representative cf
the New Mexican this afternoon, in
a trip to the northern school districts
where he went to in.iiall Un- teacher
regard to the statements published in
the Post and Times of Denver, Presiin the public school of Chimayo. Vic-- 1
dent W. J. Norment of the Capital
toriano Cruz was installed as the!
City Bank this city, denied emphaticteacher at Chimayo school district No. i
ally that he has been at any time
20, with an enrollment of 27. and it is I
connected or interested in the Bank
expected that this numln r will he hi- j
of Grand County at Sulphur Springs.
creased to about "to. Tin- superintendMr. Norment farther denied many othent also addressed the parents on the;
er statements contained in the Deneducation law, and noted 200 FOURWEEKS
compulsory
COURSE
0DRES3 fiT AHPHITHEATER THREE OTHERS
ONLY ver papers. - He said that he had gone
BUSINESS
an inclination on the part, of the par-- ,
to Denver only at the personal solicients to abide by its provisions. Mr.
tation of C. H. Bowlds and that in
while in Chimayo visited and
Conway
of legal advisor. He,
Rail- addressed the John Hyson school Educational C onditions in the
Place
on Tragedy
Hour
Later
Embarks
of the capacity
an
Possesses
Confidence
he said, to enter into a deal
!
which is in charge and being conduct
road Station of Harbin
Teiritory Never Better
the Olearder for Cairo
Presid2nt and Department with F. N. Briggsy- the former presied
by Miss Prudene Clark as prindent of the Bank cf Grand county,
in Manchuria.
Says Clark.
His Next Stop.
of Interior.
cipal and Miss Pearl English as asbut advised Bowlds that the proposi
an
school
enrollhas
This
sistant.
tion offered by Briggs was a sound
The territorial bo.'ird of education
Harbin, Manchuria, Oct. 26. Prince ment of 86, is well organized, and is
Bowlds, Norment
Governor Curry announced to his and safe one.
Cape Girardeau, Mo., Oct. 26. The
resi-- . constantly advancing the cause of edu-- i met in the office of the department of
former
cirHirombumi'lto,
in
him
introduced
Denver
Japanese
states,
time
some
ago
friends
more intimate
President made his first stop of his
caticn.
education. Santa Fe,
Mexico, two
that he intended to retire in the spring cles as he (Norment) had never be- river tri'J her at 6 o'clock this morning dent general of Korea, and recognized
with the
1).
m.,
October
22d,
Friday,
as Japan's foremost statesman, was
of lirO and devote himself to his busi- fore been in Denver and was
V.
(following
members present: T.
STOCKTON
the
CELEBRATESthe
landed
from
he
flagship,
when
a
to
Northis
here
assassinated
afternoon
by
According
ness affairs. He will make headquarE. McQueen Cray. V. (i. Hay- '49
GOLD
RUSH.
Conway,
ters at Tularosa, Otero county. He ment, all transactions between the Oleander and drove to the amphithe- Korean who shot the aged statesman
don, C. M. Linht. Bias Sanchez, Y. E.
had been waiting merely for an op- Capital Bank here and the Bank of atre of the state normal school where in his back as he was reviewing a
('arrison, and J. E. Clark. Members
of
Frontier
Rush
Conditions
Miners,
portune time to make the announce- Grand County have long since been he made an address. The party left guard of honor at the railroad station.
absent Governor Curry and William
and
Events
closed.
Among
at
He
one
time
Lynchings
secured
Ito
a
was
Bowlds,
ment and to inform the public.
standing in group composed j
Rowe.
7
o'clock.
at
Cairo
soonloan
of
a
$2,500 from the Capital City for
Portrayed.
of Japanese and Russian officials,
would probably have stepped out
W. (!. Haydon was made chairnv.n.
President Worn Out.
when the shots were fired from behind,
er but for the insistency of those who Bank, but this amount was paid back
l"v rmnuies oi me .iune meeting
26.
Oct.
Cal..
Stockton
Stockton,
The
full.
26
in
Of
Oct.
late, there has been no
Girardeau,
Counsel General Kawakan, Manager
Cape
sought to make it unpleasant for him.
a
of celebration of,of the 1,oar(1 were rea1 iU1'i approved
week
out
business
worn
done
began
with
Grand
today
to
the
was
that
satisfaction
President
a
thoroughly
him,
County
is
It
great
Tannaka, of the South Manchurian
w i,lun,t change.
last night and asked to be excused railroad and Ito's private secretary the fiftieth anniversary of the gold
during the two years that he has oc- Bank or with Bowlds personally.
In
with a resolution of
'49.
of
rush
Roaring Camp, a typical this accordance
from the banquet which had been ar were all wounded, Kawakan seriously.
cupied the gubernatorial chair, he has
at ,he June meeting the
,)0ard
'49
has
erected
been
The
mining
camp,
boat.
FALL
RISKED
to
make
RATHER
explanot been asked once
ranged on the governor's
The assassin, when seized, said he in the
and the announce- secretary made tne louowing report
THAN ENDANGER SPECTATORS. banquet was postponed.
nations of his acts U the President
came to Harbin for the sole purpose ment public square
of
the
the rush of on educational conditions:
discovery,
of
the Interior;
cr to the Secretary
of killing Ito to avenge his country miners and actual
Spoke to Immense Crowd,
To the New Mexico Territorial Board
mining are being
at no time have any charges been French Aeronaut Performs Deed of Cario, 111., Oct. 26. The Oleander and his personal hatred.
of Education,
acted out. Shooting scrapes, lynchHeroism and Escapes Without
brought to his official attention and
with Taft on board left Mississippi at
fientlenien It is indeed a great
was afterwards found that Ito re- ings and other frontier events will
It
hoth the President and the Secretary
noon and turning up the Ohio landed
Injury."
pleasure for me to report to you on
ceived three bullets through the ab- take place during the week.
of the Interior have expressed their
the President at Cairo where he spoke domen: He did not recover
the educational conditions in this
conscious-desire that he should remain in office
Doncaster, Eng., Oct. 26. Preferring to an immense crowd.
at this time when such
Territory
20
minutes later. The BOSTON WOOL MARKET
and will no doubt accept his resigna- to risk a fall for himself rather than Taft and Cannon Ask Caution on ness and died
results are being obtained
gratifying
REMAINS
two
made
assassin
his
and
QUIET.
companions
tion with regret, although they knew endanger spectators, M. Leblon fell
A3tAItU9UC
in practically every county In the
no attempt to escape and boasted of
he had withdrawn it only temporarily 20 feet with his areoplane at the aviaSt. Louis, Mo., Oct. 26 President 'their conspiracy to kill Ito in return Fifty Million Pounds Available
Territory owing to the largely Inwhen several months ago he asked to tion meeting
but was not Taft and
yesterday,
Cannon
creased interest of our people in the
apparently
Speaker
Bins Moderate Movement in
for his alleged tyranny as governor
be relieved. President Taft on his hurt. He was flying low when the
same
management of the rural school and
the
waterway
think
regarding
of
j
Korea.
the
New
Territory.
Mexico, expressed
visit to
wind whirled the machine around and
a
national
of
a
as
especially on account of the marked
part
greatest confidence in Governor Cur- forced it at a crowd of spectators. improvements
Result of a Plot.
the
streams,
26. The local efficiency of our county superintendof
Oct.
conserving
renewed
was
Mass.,
Boston,
policy
which
an
expression
ry,
Harbin, Oct. 20. It is said that Ito
Leblon turned the machine straight up
ents who by far surpass any other
and emphasized puuiicly by Secretary
The speaker indorsed the Presi- had ordered the execution of several wool market remains quiet and firm
in time, brushing the ,hats from
of superintendents who have
just
corps
with
as
million
estimated
matfifty
pounds
in
of the Interior Ballinger a few days the first row of
the
of his relatives, while in power in available
At the sud- dent's attitude yesterday
in this capacity for New Mex
labored
spectators.
iu
succesBoston
Terribins.
the
ago. Who Governor Curry's
ter of a bond issue to pay for the im- Korea. The assassination was apparEducational conditions in our
is selling ico.
wool, both grades,
tory
sor will be, of course, can not be tak- den turn the machine capsized and fell provements.
ently the outcome of an organized plot. with moderate freedom, fine and fine Territory are today
unquestionably
en up by the Washington authorities to the ground.
on the The body has already been moved
Mr.
utterances
While
Taft's
r
Fifty-Foumedium selling at 6770; and 70 and the best in the history of our public
Miles an Hour.
until they have the Governor's resigwere not so far reaching re- homeward, the Russian minister to Pe- 72
our county sunation and probably will not be until
respectively.
Doncaster, Eng., Oct. 26. Leon de subject
Wyoming in original school systems and to
fourteen
as
of
Kwan
as
the
we
it
creation
far
must
the
king
accompanying
garding
give the largperintendents
75
on
the scoured basis.
bags brings
spring. It is true there will be many LaGrange, the French, aviator using
rumors and counter rumors from now the Bleriot monoplane, today broke the foot channel as those of President Ching Tsu.
Quarter blood fleeces are in fair de- er share of credit. We are now getWorld's Greatest Statesman.
ting actual supervision of our schools
mand.
until then, but they will be mere world's speed record, traveling a mile Roosevelt on a similar occasion, and
adand the efficiency of the supervising
Washington, D, C, Oct. 20. The
rumors. It is certain that the Repub- and a half at the speed of 54 miles an therefore not entirely cheering, to
officer is belns felt as never before
commence- '
'
officials
at
shocked
immediate
vocates
an
ate
of
a'r
Washington
CITY
MUST
LABEL
lican organization will be consulted hour.
ment of the work, in addition to the death of Ito as he was looked on
xs STREET CORNERS. in New Mexico.
and that Governor Curry will undoubtOur compulsory attendance law. as
Speaker Cannon's endorsement they- here as one of the world's greatest
edly be given an opportunity to be WU TING FANG
amended, is being enforced with a
those same advocates encourage- j statesmen. It was known that his
gave
Oct.
Fort
26.
heard as to the man who will succeed
Post
Worth,
Tex.,
ON WAY TO MEXICO.
ment.
present trip to Manchuria was for the master Lon Barkley'has enforced the great deal of vigor. As a result of
him.
or iorestamng me protest or first part of a threat to withdraw the this we shall be able to erport a
Notaries Public Appointed.
text
was
Purpose
the
The
general good
Governor Curry today appointed Promises San Antonio He Would Col- which the President prescribed for the America by estabtisning a complete city mail carriers if the city neglected much larger enrollment in our public
schools than we Lave ever been able
onize Chinese Tea Planters in
Lewis Hickman Morrison of Clayton,
to erect street signs,
undertaking of the ambitious works. understanding with China. Ito played
to
in the past. The teachers
Central Texas.
re-- ,
in
an
the
Union county, and Mary R. Newing of
He refused the applications of three are report
framing
important part
each project on its
us
"Let
take
up
the census report with
checking
cent treaty between Japan and China residental additions for carriers
irady, Curry county, notaries public.
he said, "and determine by
the enrollment list and advising
merits,"
26.
Oct.
San
which
Wu
construction
Tex.,
railroad
to
Antonio,
Incorporation.
calIse tbe streets were not marked,
all means at our command whether
county superintendent and district atis considered by many diplomats as a
Incorporation papers were filed to Ting Fans, the Chinese minister to the
Barkley has given the city to No torney of the absentees who are of
is
which
in
this
the
project
country
Gold
Ameranza
the
PortsMining
United
on
is
his
by
from
of
who
aerms
of
the
Yiolation
the
way
day
States,
veniber 15 to place signs and retain compulsory attendance age. In pracso far developed as
Company in the office of Territorial a trip to Mexico, is convinced that to te carried out is
mouth treaty, which provided that deliverv" service.
a
of
to
tically all cases a notice from the
the
large
expenditure
justify
Secretary Nathan Jaffa. The capitali- the Texas climate is adapted to tea
Japan was not to obstruct Chinese
county superintendent to the parent
zation is $1,500,000 divided into 150,-00- 0 farming and announces that he will en- sum of money and whether the pro- measures to increase commerce
in FIVE CHILDREN LOST
of such absentee is sufficient to bring
due.
when
be
will
useful
shares. The paid up capital is deavor to make
Manchuria.
LIVES IN FIRE, about attendance upon the school.
prepanftions to col- ject
tha
$2,000. The incorporators and direct- onize Chinese in the central
determined
have
"When
you
portion
Thus far only a few cases of pending
ors are: Bevil G. Cranville, Hillsboro, of Texas.
on the general principle of good to INVITATIONS ARE OUT
'
Girls College of Presbyterian Orphan prosecution have been reported.
67 shares; Beverly C. Piatt, Kansas
I
am
in
favor
the entire country, then
FOR MASKED BALL,
age at Lynchburg, Virginia,
The great need at present in sysCity, 67 shares; Charles A. McGervey,
'
of doing that work as rapidly as it
ARMY
our school work is a uni
Destroyed.
MAKE
OFFICERS
tematizing
66 shares.
The headquarters are at
I
am in' favor of
The invitations for the masked ball
form series of blanks to be used by
INDEPENDENT FLIGHT. can be done, and
117 West Gold avenue, Albuquerque.
to be given next Saturday night by the
issuing bonds to do it."
Lynchburg, Va., Oct. 26. Five chil- all school officers in making reports
District Court.
Referring to this sentiment, which Elks', were today placed in the mail. dren lost their lives early today in through the county superintendent to
Suit to quiet title to a tract of For the First Time They Have Been
was uttered in a meeting at the St. The committee in charge worked hard a fire which destroyed the girl's- col- the department of education, thus enland in San Juan county, was filed
'
Unaccompanied by Wilbur
Louis coliseum at noon, Speaker Can - in order to get the invitations out in lege of Presbyterian Orphanage here. abling this department to meet the
John
L.
Stocks
and
John
today by
Wright.
non, addressing the gathering at the time and owing to the haste necessary
requirements of the bureau of eduOliver vs. Elizabeth Graham, Philip
cation of the department of interior
dedication of the new federal buiid may have left out some one Inad- GENERAL OFFICERS OF
Graham, et al.
College Park, Md., Oct. 26. For the ing in East St. Louis, later in the day vertently. To avoid all possibility of
at Washington. We are now at work
w. C. T. U.
Certificate of Construction.
first time the signal corps officers said:
blanks and have
committee
wishes;
ill
the
Worn-t- o upon this series of
feeling
26.
any
Oct.
Neb..
The
0maha,
SulTerritorial Engineer Vernon L.
made a flight in an aeroplane today
the
of
them complete.
does
one
who
great
announce
that
majority
any
a
tois
and
"It
sound
safe
christian
ai,.s
outlining
Temperance Union
livan today gave a certificate of con- without
to be submitted to the county
being accompanied by Wilbur, of a proper policy for us to pursue not receive his or her invitation day selected the six
ready
officers
to
H.
general
struction
Webster, Jf, Wright, who has been their instructor.
George
invi- - 0f the
superintendents for their inspection
organization without
for completed irrigation works on the Lieutenant Lahm and Humphreys in this great middle west. We have through the mails can receive an
and revision with a view to getting
of
to
member
the Mississippi in the past Ration, by applying
any
tion.
Uracca ranch, near Cimarron, Col- made the
the best possible series. We believe
flights.
con-drehun-jth- e
we
committee
a
The
shall
be
committee.
and
it
improving
fax county, which take 6.5 second feet
that
the annual reports made from the
Bard-neeP.
we
from
shall sists of A. L. Morrison, Jr., H.
now, when
years
out of the Cimarroncito for the reclavarious counties under date of June
in
all
Pierce
We
courses.
our
water
C.
Clarence
E.
Abbott,
mation of 1,646 acres. The works
shar,
RUSE
15th, 1910, will be as nearly accurthis generation will do our part wise- - ' and Ed. S. Andrews. It will, however, CLEVER
were completed almost a year before TIDAL
WAVE
ate as the reports secured in the
We
not
will
into
throw
who
ly.
for
enbe
money
limit.
time
every
body
the
The territorial
necessary
states where these matters have been
to
be
washed
We
sea.
into
the
tends the ball to possess an invitation
gineer is receiving many applications
systematized
throughout a period of
shall do that first which needs doiug to present at the door. The commit
for construction certificates showing
.
years.
OF
most."
that water rights are not only being
tee will also insist upon every one at
now
a great need of effis
There
The speaker indorsed the levee sys tending, raising their mask so as to
applied for but that irrigation works
icient
to
teachers
supply the vacanuntem, congratulating East St. Louis aid the committee in keeping out
ire, being actually constructed by
cies In the rural schools of several of
and
and
comits
on
Costumes
towns
the
private capital.
neighboring
desirable intruders.
our counties. Every effort is being
pletion of the river barriers, the dedi- masks can be secured at Nathan SalDistrict Attorney Ruiz Resigns.
made to protect the regularly certication
which
of
the
of
formed
mon's Big Store.
District Attorney Alfredo Ruiz for
part
ficated teachers those who attended
day's celebration. He predicted the
McKinley county, some time ago sent
the .institute and secured teachers
would
be
his resfgnatlon to Governor
Mississippi
CONTENTION
permanently THAW'S
Curry,
licenses and very few permits are
confined to its banks throughout iti
because of certain charges which were
AGAIN OVERRULED,
being granted. Some county super'
course
and
the
him
Arizona.
in
No
lengthy
pending against
urged that
intendents are absolutely refusing to
states adjoining the stream share the
action was taken on the resignation
Albany, N. Y., Oct. 26. Harry K.
grant
permits and while the territorcost with the national government.
at the time. Since 'then Ruiz has
Thaw's contention that he was illegial superintendent of public instrucTEH
cleared himself of the charges and
TONIGHT tion has like
Both meetings were notable events ally committed to Mattewan followauthority with the counhas been fully exonerated, but he
Vice President Sherman. cabinet ing his acquittal on the charge of
ty superintendent in this,, matter, it
still Insists upon the acceptance of
members, United States Senators'and killing Stanford White, was overruled
is the present policy of the depart
his resignation.
Attorney General
- ment to refer all requests for permits
and ministers from today by the court of appeals.
CarMonte
Attell
representatives,
and
Jimmy
Frank W. Clancy in a report made to Some Doubt as to Casualties foreign governments listened to the
to the county superintendent for his
roll Booked to Meet
Governor Curry fully exonerates Mr.
speeches, at one or both of the meet- UNITED STATES STEEL INaction.
Floods
The county superintendents
on
Guatemalan
Ruiz in every particular' and Gover
CREASES DIVIDEND.
ings. Added to these were state and
are
California.
effectively with the
Oakland,
;
nor Curry will therefore see Mr. Ruiz
Boundary,;
municipal officials of all degrees and
office in advancing the efficiency of
personally at Gallup In the near fu
26.
New York. Oct.
almost 100,000 citizens.
The directors
the teaching corps of the Territory
ture to see whether he will not with
Oakland, Cal., Oct. 26. Monte At-- and we . are coming" to be more and
Last night the President, Speaker, of the United States Steel Corpora- Mexico City, Mex., Oct. 26. The
draw his resignation under the cir town df
declared a quarterly divi- - tell and Jimmy Cairol! will meet in a more proud of the scholarship of our
Santa Rosa in the state of the diplomats, legislators and several tion today
.
cumstances,
uwia.oi-oaewave
per ceni ou
a
hundred
tidal
tefl rmmd bout at Piedmont pavilion teachers engaged not only in the
Tobasco, was swept by
representatives of commerper cent. The
Valley Ranch Postoffice Robbed.
last night. The loss of life is not cial organizations of numerous states steed an increase of
vities, hut in the rural schools as
tonight at featheweight limit.
The territorial mounted police were known but is believed to be large. speeded down the Mississippi abroad usual dividend of one and three-quar- well. Absurdities Usually regarded
informed last evening that the store The property loss is estimated at a flotilla of paddlewheel steamers terS was declared on preferred stock. Jeffries Goes to Moving Picture Show. as amusing, but which were really laNew York Oct. 26. Jeffries and mentable,
and postoffice at the Valley Ranch, In five millions.
bound for New Orleans, There they .
reported as evidence of the
MEXICO.
IN
NOT
NEW
IT'S
NEWS
25
Manager
miles east of
San Miguel county,
Berger have engaged seats inefficiency of certain teachers in our
Trees were uutooted and crops will assemble with hundreds of others
rural schools are now largely items
WashlngtonrT, C, Oct. 26. A vig-- ' for a week at the Johnson-KetchSanta Fe, had been robbed. The deed washed out and for a time the streets in the annual convention of the
orous'
on
were
was committed
under three
campaign is being waged by the fight pictures which were put on exhib-India- of the pat; The teaching work is
Sunday night and and public gardens
Deep Waterway Associa
secret Bervice in every state ition yesterday for the first time. Jef-- looked upon as a serious proposition
was discovered on Monday morning. feet of water. The Usumacinta river tion, the pet project of which is the
,
fourteen-footwhere
a
the
overflowed
on
border
was
creation
the
of
wards of the government fries will make a close study of the and the requirements of the terrt- Guatemalan
Considerable money
permanent
taken, A
are
San
Till
and
to stop the illegal sale of ring tactics of the negro as shown in
Juan
of
from
the
channel
the
of
mouth
and
the
located,
other
officers
Jalapa
vicinity
postoffice inspector
nois river to the Gulf of Mexico.
the pictures.
are investigating.
(Continued on Page Seven.)
liquor to the Indians.
Bautlsta, flooding these towns.

Leaves Steamer at Prince Hirobumi Ito
Shot Down by
Six in Morning at
Korean
Cape Girardeau

But He Will Remain
in Office Until
Spring
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The Big Store

lEveiy Woman Will Be

tuc
nmiv onnim no
i uc uniLi
nuunu ur.
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OF THANKSGIVING.
(The Cavalier.)
We thank Thee that the sun and rains
Have brought the harvest to our
fields,
That we have guerdon for our pains,
With health and hope that plenty
yields.
HYMN

We.

Merefei

Established 1856.

If you will send your name and ad-- j
dress we will mail you FREE a pack-jaa- e
of Mother Gray's AUSTRALIAN-- ;

sports you're sure to be interested in stylish clothes; you'll meet men who dress well, and want the best.
We can't do better for you, nor for ourselves, than to get you into
Hart, Schaffner & Marx clothes; and that's better than anyone else
interested

in

can do for you.
All wool fabrics, perfect tailoring, correct styles.
Suits, $22.50, 125.00, $27.50, $30.00 and $35.00.
This store is the home of Hart, Shaffner & Marx.

.j

a.

..

BROS.

GOilY.

j

Roy, N. Y.

Your Boy Will Need a Good School Suit

thank Thee for the touch of love

reached the top of Mount McKinley,
and that the explorer was forced to
abandon his attempt to gain the summit after climbing 8,000 feet, a wall
ice barring his further ascent.
of
we
the
Thee
for
thank
while
past.
And,
Snier claims to have witnessed
With bended knee and hymn of
Conk's performance through a pair of
praise,
Grant differing hand clitsp hand at field glasses and he says that Mount
McKinley can never be ascended.
last,
That peace, not discord, crown our Sitter's statement follows:.
San
"The McCarthy brothers of
days.
Francisco, Sam May of this city, and
Death of Mrs. R. H. Lester Mrs. mvself were on the mountain when
We saw
Cook and his party arrived.
R. H. Lester, formerly of Albuquerque,
them start up the Yetna river and
died yesterday at Columbus, Ga.
Wedding at Las Vegas Jacobo Lo- they came back because the route was
pez of La Liendre, and Miss Lugarda too difficult. Then they went up the
Maes were married at Las Vegas yes- Shushitne river and got up to the wall
of ice on Mount McKinley, which is
terday.
four
The
Duran
at
Fever
Scarlet
many miles from the top.
year old child of Santiago Sena died
"Through the glasses we saw them
near Duran, Torrance county, a few turn back and come down. I have
days ago, from scarlet fever.
prospected all over the base of Mount
Admitted to Insane Asylum Miss McKinley and have been to the point
Selma Swanson of Raton, and William reached by Cook.
Several others
Francis Remington of Tucumcari, have have been that high on the mountain
been admitted to the Territorial In- - and that is as far as anyone will ever
sane Asylum at Las vegas.
et on account of that wall of ever- Acting as Deputy Supervisor Bert .hanging ice, which cannot be scaled,
has been ven ,holI2ih step were cut in its side.
Phillips, the artist-rangestationed at Servilleta as deputy super"I have been on all the big moun
visor of the Carson reserve during the tains of the explored Alaska, and' I can
absence of Supervisor Ross McMillan. tell what
peaks are impossible of as-- !
Chased by Footpad Mrs. Jennie cent, but
will never be
McKinley
Rutledge of Las Vegas was the victim scaled and the top can only be reachin the Meadow, ed
of an intended hold-uThe same
by a flying machine.
City. Miss Laura Nelson, aged fifteen! applies
and
Mount
to
Roosevelt
years, also complained of being accost- - Mount Foraker, both of which stand
j
ed by a burly negro.
close to McKinley."
Given $2,125 Damdyes J. Rogers of
' LEGAL NOTICE.
Cerrillos, was given $2,125 damages in
district court at Albuquerque yester
The undersigned hereby gives
day for two jacks that had been killed
of his appointment as
route from Olathe to San
while
of the estate of W. D. Barron, deMarcial, over the Santa Fe railway.
ceased, duly made by order of the
Personal
Property Attached Per- probate court of the county of Santa
sonal property belonging to Mrs. Ro- - Fe; also persons having claims
sario Lujan at Clayton, Union county, against said estate are required to
has been attached to secure the pay-- , present the same within the time prement of a promissory not for $250 at scribed by law.
Dated at Santa Fe, N. M., October
the instance of M. Herzstein & Co.
Died of His Injuries U. S. Com 11th, 1909.
TELESFCRO RIVERA,
missioner Banks died of his injuries at
Administrator.
his home at Boaz, Chaves county.
Banks had been injured in a fight at
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
Roswell during which it was sought to
Connection made wira Automobile
arrest him on the charge of being inline at Torrance for Roswell daily
toxicated.
Automobile leaves Torrance for Ros
State Bank Awarded Bridge Bonds
4
The State Bank of Albuquerque has well at a. m., and arrives at Roswell
at
12, noon. Automobile leaves Ros
been awarded the issue of $100,000 well for
m. and ar
Torrance at 1
,
bridge bonds of Bernalillo count-- val- rives at Torrance at 10p. p. m. The
idated by Congress, at a premium of
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
four and a half per cent. There were Is
$5.80 and between Torrance and
thirteen bidders.
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on autoAnother Accidental Shooting at Las mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard.
Vegas Adolfo Baca, the nineteen manager. Automobile Line.
year old son of E. C. de Baca at Las
Vegas, was accidentally shot in the
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
right arm by Reyes Segura, a son of Take Li XAT1VE BROMO
Quinine Tablets
Cruz Sesura. The ball entered the
refund money if it fallsto cure
muscle of the forearm and passed K, W. GROVE'S signature is on each
box. 25c.

WE HAVE THEM
KANTWEAROUT & HERCULES BRAND

4.00

PRICES'
FROM

TO$6.0

If you want

EVERY SUIT
GUARANTEED

a good

pair of Shoes-fothe boy try a pair of
BULL'S EYE or BUSTER BROWN Make
They will wear and cost you .no
more than other makes,

j

If you're

Incorporated 1903

SEUG1N

LEAF, a certain, pleasant herb cure
for Women's ills. It is a reliable reg- If you have
ulator ami never-failinpains in the back, Urinary, Bladder
or Kidney trouble, use this pleasant
j
union of aromatic herbs, roots and
leaves. All Druggists sell it, 50 cents,
or address The Mother Gray Co., Le
i

That, has upheld us on our road.
Has pointed to far heights above,
And led to paths before nntrod.

MEN OF FASHION WANT HART
SCHAFFNER & MARX CLOTHES

OCTOBER 26,. 1909.

TUESDAY,

r

CALL AND SEE THEM
POBox

FOR

219.

HALF CENTURY

A

Phone 36

THE LEADING DRY GOODS
HOUSE

THE

IN

CITY.

r,

PROPERTY LOANS.!
MONEY TO LOAN

: PERSONAL

TRYQUR

lea
Also Good lot Chickens

I

and Jewelry as low as $10 and as high as S200.
Loans are strictly private. T me one month to one year. Rates are
Call and see us before borrowing.
reasonable.

On notes, diamonds

p

Alfalfa

LrrOUDQ

j

Win. FARAfl

at SALMON Store

SOLE AGENTS FOR

International Stock Food

i

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

e--n

NATHAN SALMON.
Phone

8an Francisco Street.
The largest and the only

store

In

Santa Fe.

100 lbs Pansy Flour.
50

"

111

10

$3.20

"

100"

Bobolink

50"

"

1.60
$3.10'

:

1.55

:

Hour, Hay,

W P;T

register tickets
with all cash purchases.

inter Grocery Co.

f Southeast

Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.

St. Michael's College
Santa Fe, New Mexico

d!PyW.

Ap

8

8

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

Jewelry, Silverware, Decorated China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony
Goods.

S.

Spitz

Tn ,

MANUFACTURER
JEWELER

6th St. S.W

Cor. 6th.

class family

Fir-- t

4

Vf;T

& Hope

CALLED

A

f.fflllW COMMERCIAL LITERARY
&

j

Lucas County ss.
Frank .1. Cheney makes oath that
he is senior partner of the firm of F.
J. Cheney & Co., doing business in
the city of Toledo, County and State
aforesaid, and that said firm' will pay
the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOL
LARS for each and every case of
h
that cannot be cured by the use
of Hall's Catarrh Cure.
FRANK J. CHENEY,
Sworn to before me and subscribed
in my presence, this 6th day of December, A. D., 1886.
A. W. GLEASON,
(Seal)
Notary Public.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally, and acts directly on the blood
and mucuous surfaces of the system.
Send for testimonials free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family pills for
Ca-arr-

Studies resumed September 1st.

BROTHER HERMES. President

Sts

Ho-

tel EURO PK AN PLAN
100 rooms,
25 private
baths.
All
outside
icoiiis. best ventilated
house in the city; two
block irom Post t itiee
ii. very heart of city ;
unexcelled for comfort
and con ven I e n c e,";

OUR QUARANThE
d
We guarantee a saving of
in fuel over any lower draft
stove of the same size, with soft coal,
lignite or slack.
2. We guarantee Cole's Hot Blast
to use less hard coal for heating a
given space than any base burner
made with same size firepot.
3. We guarantee that' the rooms
can be heated from one to two hours
each morning with the soft coal or
hard coal put in the stove the
evening before.
4. We guarantee that
the stove
will hold fire with soft coal from
Saturday evening to Monday morning

1.

Meals 35c. Board by week S6.00

Mrs. Willey, Prop.

"FRESH EGGS
&

12

"

US'

D M. HOOVER & SON
Builders and Contractors

T

;"

PLANS

&

Famished

ESTIMATES
on

without attention.
5. We guarantee a uniform heat
day and night, with soft coal, hard

n

MILK

Telephone No 14b Red
MRS. OTTO RETSCH.

short notice

one-thir-

v

3

EXCHANGE BOARDING
:
HOUSE
:
S. E. Cotter, Plaza.

CREAM

SCIENTIFIC

Academic and Preparatory Courses
form Separate Departments
u BOARDING and DAYISTU DENTS.
Sendfor Prospectus

FAKIR.

State of Ohio, City of Toledo,

CHRISTIAN BROTHERS

Oldest and Most Popular Institution in the Southwest

prompt attention and
cleanliness Is our
motto; hot and cold
running water and
steam
heat.
Bellingham, Wash., Oct. 26. Jacob
75c dayspeciul terms by month
RATKS
a
former Alaska miner and Washington fct, Oar direct to door,
Suter,
M. I BARRY. Prop- mountaineer, today Issued a statement
in which he says Dr. Cook never
COOK IS AGAIN

SEE FOR YOURSELF
THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
CALL

W

lift

No. 40

Telephone

Grain, Potatoes,

HOTEL ACACIA

toll

HERSCH

Salt and

through it

Engineer Hurt- - Engineer Deehart j
on the Silver City branch of the Santa
Fe was hurt by the rod connecting the
708
two rear drive wheels breaking while
the train was running full speed, and
the end of the rod sweeping around to
the side of the cab, breaking it to
pieces and throwing Engineer Deer-har- t
to the other side, of the cab, bruising him considerably but inflicting no
serious injury. Traffic was tied up for
an hour.

LEO

Phone
No 14

CEMENT WORK a SPECIALTY

'

w

coal or lignite.
6. We guarantee every stove to
remain absolutely air tight as long
as used.
7. We guarantee the feed door to
be smoke and dust proof.
The above guarantee is made with
the understanding that the stove be
operated according to directions, and
connected up with a good flue.
'

ood-Ba-

v

Phone
No 14

HARDWARE CO.

Zoolr s Benzoin, Witch Mam and Beaom Leam,
pATf:t

ZOOM'S PHARMACT
phone no
218

TUESDAY,

OCTOBER 26, 1909.

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN. SANTA EE, X.
MUST BELIEVE IT.

TIME TABLE OF
LOCAL TRAINS
Denver and Rio Grande Railroad.
ni.

Train arrives from the north at
().

4

in.

New Mexico Central.
Train leaves Santa Fe at 1:43.
Train arrives at Santa Fe at 5:25.
Santa Fe Railroad.
Leave Santa Fe 8:25 to connect
with Xos. 10 ana 2 from the south and
west, and No. 3 from the east at Laniy
Junction.
Arrives at Santa Fe 11:10 a. m.
Leaves Santa Fe at 4:20 to connect
with No. 1 from east. Arrives 6:50 p. m
Leaves Santa Fe 7:20 to connect
with 7 and 9 from the east and 4 and
from the west. Arrives 11:10 p. m.
The New Mexican Printing Company has on hand a large supply of
pads and tablets suitable for school
work, the desk, and also for lawyers
and merchants; good everywhere. We
will sell them at 5 cents in book form.

WOODY'S HACK LINE

When public endorsement Is made
by a representative citizen of Santa
Fe the proof is positive. You must
believe it. Read this testimony. Every backache sufferer, every wan, woman or child with any kidney trouble
will find profit in the reading.
Hilario Baca, Delgado Street, Santa Fe, N. M., says: "About two anu
a half years ago I gave a public
statement telling of my experience
with and opinion of Doan's Kidney
Pills.
They completely rid me of
pains in my back which had troubled
me off and on for months. When 1
stooped or brought any strain on my
loins, I suffered severely and there
were various other symptoms which
convinced me that my trouble came
from disordered kidneys. 1 procured
Doan's Kidney Pills at Stripling Burrows & Co's. drug store and they
brought prompt relief. I continued
taking Doan's Kidney Pills and it
wa snot long before every symptom
of my trouble had disappeared. The
fact that 1 have had no return attack
warrants me in again expressing my
high opinion of Doan's Kidney Pills."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents. Foster-MilburCo., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.
n

From

Barranca to Taos
Leaves BARRANCA at 2 35 p m
7 p. m
Arrives at TAOS at

FARE

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Serial 03904.
Not Coal Land.
of
U. S. Land Office

Department

Good teams

THE CHIEF SUPPORT

the Interior.
at Santa Fe,

New-Mexic-

October 4. 1909.
Notice is hereby given that Bernardo Martinez, of Pecos, New Mexico,
who, on October 5,, 1904, made Homestead Entry (Seriai 0:1904), No. 8105,
NW
and E
NE
for W
17 N,
Section 21, Township
Range
12 E., N. M. P. Meridian,
has filed
notice of intention to make final five
year proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before the Register or Receiver of the 1T. S. Land
Office, at Santa Fe, New Mexico, on
che 18th day of November, 1909.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Rival, Manuel Sandoval, Apol-oni- o
Martinez, Simon ViveVash, all of
Pecos, New Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
2

2

Cre-senci- o

of our extensive business are,
the quality of the Lumber we
Served as coffee, the new coffee subsell, and the reasonable prices
we ask for it. We have built up stitute known to grocers everywhere
our trade on honest lines, to as Dr. Shoop's Health Coffee, will trick
which we are still adhering, and even a coffee expert. Not a grain of
we gu,rantee eery foot of real coffee in it either. Pure healthful
Lumber we sell 10 be just as toasted grains, malt, nuts, etc., have
so cleverly blended as to give a
Every piece of it been
represented
coffee taste and
wonderful
is thoroughly seasoned a d flavor. Andsatisfying
it is "made in a minute,"
fr-- e
from all imperfections too! No tedious 20 to 30 minutes boil
'Our prices are satisfactory
ing. Test it and see. Dr. Shoop cre-

--

Charles W. Dudrow

ated Health Coffee that the people
might have a genuine coffee substitute,
and one that would be thoroughly satisfying in every possible respect. Sold
by Frank Andrews.

The New Mexican can uo printing
equal to that done in any of the large
cities. Our solicitor, every piece of
work we turn out. Try our stock once
and you will certainly come again. We
have all the facilities for turning out
every class of work, including one of
the, best binderies in the west.

lip
Mm

OPHflUIWTY

mk come
lllhj S

TS

C. R. Klueer, the jeweler, 1060 Vir
Ave'., Indianapolis, Ind., writes:
so weak from kidney trouble
"I

ginia
s

could hardly walk a hundred
R
Kinnev
j
Remedy cleared my complexion, cured
m ybackache and the irregularities
AMI WVUirtOII Of
OttAI WC)1
f KVOTtt TO TUt HOdttSS
disappeared, and I can now attend to
1
mrmm
wusm w
HfSTHc.tl.
business every day and recommend
Imktwh
Add 25 Cents to the Annual Subscrip
Foley's Kidney Remedy to all suffervion Rate of the New Mexican Publl ers, as it cured me after the doctors
cations, to Receive the Western and other remedies had failed." Sold
Investor's Review.
by all druggists.
WE

that
fuot

I

Vn.iv hnttlps nf hVilev

T

NEW MEXICO COLLEGE
OF

AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS
MESILLA PARK, N. MEX.
school whose aim is to prepare young men and women
for practical life under modern conditions. Complete
College courses are offered in Agriculture, in Mechanical
C'vil and Electrical Engineering and in Household Economics. Also short courses in Practical Mechanics and Agricul-

ture, courses in Stenography, and a four year preparatory
course. Expenses are low and there are many opportunities
for self support.
For Catalogue and further information, address the President

W. E.

Garrison,

Agricultural College, N. Mex.

fx
1 DIAMONDS

b

Qm

YO MTZ

MANUFACTURER OF

Right

price.

Right Goods
Right Service

i.

J

WATCHES

-

MEXICAN FILIGREE

nv
gtWcLHT

.

'JT'

j
I
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Date Mathods

SANTA FE, N. M.

1
P

SEES

f

VISIT.

New Mexico Military Institute

Pittsburg, Pa., Oct. 20.. "I have
killed father and made my own grave;
yhen you receive this will be dead."
This was tln startling note received
by Elmer Anderson of this ity from
his mother. Alarmed, the son hurried
to the home of his parents, five miles
from the city, and found his father

Denver, Colo., Oct. 26. His fingers
"A."
covered with turquoise studded silver;
rings, and wearing bracelets of the
Through Academic course, preparing young
1
s;;ii:e material and
men for college or for business life. Great
design.
Navajo
liili, chief medicine man of the Navajo
amount of opeti air work. Healthlets location
tribe and adviser in all matters finan-- j
of any Military School Id the Union. Located
cial and physical, is off the reserva-- '
n the beautiful IVcoj Valley the garden
Hon and visiting friends in Denver.
of the West at aD e'evation of 3.700
spot
As plain William Smith, a sufferer!
sea level, urishlne everv day. but
above
feet
iiom Hioereulosis, Navajo Bui came
Ittle rain or snow during session.
to die I'nited Slates from his native
Eleven Officers and instructors, all graduEngland twenty-fivyears ago.
ates from stardard
Without losing much time he hureastern colleges. Ten
ried to the Navajo reservation, in
heatod. lighted
furnished,
buildings, throughly
northwestern New Mexico, and cast
and modern In ail respects.
his lot with the Indians.
He slept
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
in their tenees. ate with them and
(. Hamlltod, Vice President; I. I'beips White,
1
hunted with them, and this outdoor H
.
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
....
it".. ,,..,,1..- t.f...
..,.1
Ill' iimui- mm MIUII
(tllUJ IUUlli5l.
--jA FlSyan
)
,
Tile Navajos. at first suspicious of, b
For particular and Illustrated catalogue
:
1
the white man who lived among them, 1 j.
address.
scon came to like him, for Navajo:
COL. IAS. W. WILLSOK,
Bill, they learned, had knowledge of;
surgery and of the of healing drugs.
Superintendent.
He attended their sick, disregarding:
the jealousy of the medicine men of
the tribe, who saw that the white
man's magic was winning their pow-- j
er Iron) them. He cured the tribesmen when the Indian doctors had giv- en them up, and in time he became
chief medicine man.
These celebrated Hot Springs are the richest alkalin Hot Springs In the
Not only did the Indians recognize
ms SK1I1 in medicine lint tliev snnn located In the midst of the Ancient world. The efficiency of these watert
tested by tb
learned to consult him in matters of Cliff Dwellings, twenty-fiv- e
miles west has been thoroughly
miraculous cures attested to in the
trade and tribal troubles, for Navajo! ef Taos and
flny mlie8 norti of Santa following diseases: Paralysis, Rheutin iuiu mem me irutn witnout tear Fe, and about twelve miles from
matism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright'
oi tavor, and was honest In his dealStation, on the Denver and Rio Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic
ings.
a and Mercurial Affections. Scrofula,
So it has come to pass that he Grande Railroad, from which point
runs
to
the
of
line
springs.
Catarrh, La Grippe, all Female Comdaily
stage
handles most of the blankets made by
the Indians, together with their rude The temperture of these waters is plaints, etc. Board, lodging and bathare ing $2.50 per day; $15 per week; $50
jewelry, and he is one of the best au- from 90 to 122 degres. The gases
Stage meets Denver
thorities in the country as to whether carbonic. Altitude 6,000 feeL Climate per month.
tne enure trains and waits for Santa Fe train
a blanket described as being a Nava-- ! verv dry and aeiigntiui
round. There is now a commod-N- . upon request.
This resort is attracjo make is from a mill in Paterson,
of
j touE
tor
at
seasons
all
botel
convenience
and Is open all
tive
a
or
in
New
Mexico.
J.,
tepee
Bill, it Is said, has even vali:l3 and tourists. People suffeing winter. Passengers for Ojo Callente
more power among
the tribesmen j trom consumption, cancer, ana otner can leave Santa ,Fe at 9 a. m. and
than their chiefs, although he has nev-- ! contagious diseases, are not accepted. reach Ojo Caliente at 5 p. m., the
er been created a blood brother.
'"hese waters contain 1,626.24 grains same day. For further particular
Navajo Bill, now 60 years old, lives of alkaline salts te the gallon, being address:
o longer in the tepees of the
Indians,
1,111
at Mitchells, a trading post in
e reservation, where he dispenses
Ta is. ( ountv N M
0) ) C ill
advice to the redmen on a multitude
of things, and acts as an agent in
lu?,ln tht'm t0 se1 their wares.
He is an old Mend Of Marion A.
ttl,"-tt- '
"i
iveeiey in- titute, and has a number of acquaint
ances in the citv.

h

M--

1

I

dead, with two bullet wounds and two
j
deep knife stabs in his body.
Searching parties are now hunting
for the body of the wife, who is
thought to have ended her life by
drowning in the liver, and she was
last seen going in thai direction.
Anderson was a wealthy farmer,
with extensive oil interest. It
known that the husband and wife had

frequently quarreled.

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
West Point of the Sojthwert."
Army OfEcers Detailed by War Department.
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS

Tht

j

--

"

e

Killed Himself Because He Was Homesick.
dePueblo, Oct. 26. Homesick,
spondent and ill, Arthur (liishaber, 25
years old, shot himself through the
head and inflicted a wound from which
he will die. The attempt at suicide occurred in the living room next to the
coffee store of Frank Kahl, a brother-in-laof the young man. Grishaber's
parent live in .leffersonville, N. Y.
'
Bloody Row in Saloon.
Denver, Colo., Oct. 26. While
were dressing wounds he had
inflicted upon the proprietor of the
Point Lonia saloon, just across the
county line in Arapahoe county on
Colorado boulevard, near Cherry creek,
the saan unidentified man
loon and fired seven shots from a repeating rifle, one bullet striking Harry
Croft, an Arapahoe county ranchman,
in the upper arm, while the remaining
bullets flew wild. Arapahoe county authorities are searching the country for
the man who fired the shot.
Another Denver Murder,
Denver, Colo., Oct. 26. Lying on the
banks of the Platte river, rear Nine- teenth street, the police found the
blood-soakegarment of a woman and
a child, and a mystery which so far
has given little promise of solution.
Whether the find means the murder
of an infant by its mother, and her
subsequent suicide, or a double mur- der, the detectives investigating the
PM'hMiPm nnal.U. tr determine It
may be that the frisrid waters of the
Platte will in the next day or two dis- close by casting upon their shores
evidence of another crime, which as in
WHERE ARE RELATIVES
other cases, the murderers have vainly
OF FREDERICK
sought to hide in its depths.
j

d

j
,

i4

'V'v'v

j

QJQ CALIEfJTE

j

I0T

SPRINGS.

j

i

Bar-anc-

o

j

!

ANTONIO JOSEPH,

Proorietor.

rit,

Wells Fargo & Company
Express

1

HOSS?i

Left Large Estate in Cash, Bank Stock,
j
County and Town Warrants
and Mortgages.
Spokane, Wash., Oct. 26. Officials
Says He Is Not a Native of Mexico of Stevens county ana residents of
But Comes From Japan His Alleged Victim Is Dying.
searching in various parts of the
United States. Canada and Mexico for
Greeley, Colo., Oct. 26 Literally relatives of Frederick Hoss, a mershot and cut to pieces, a Mexiea-- chant of Colville. who died a week ago,
known as Jesus, employed at the John leaving an estate, largely in cash, bank
Ellison ranch, staggered into a shanty stock, county and town warrants, morton the J. B. Wilson ranch with barely gages and other securities. One of his
enough life left to state that he had brothers is said to be in California and
been the victim of a highway robbery there is a niece in the northwest, also
more distant, relatives in other parts
and attempted murder.
One bullet had penetrated the back of the country. If no relatives can be
of his neck, near the spinal column, found when the distribution of the esanother had fractured his jaw, another tate is to be made the state will dehad broken one arm, and a fourt shot mand a share of the fortune.
Frank B. Goetter, formerly treasurhad pierced one hand, which was also
slashed by a knife. He had dragged er of Colville, has been appointed temhimself a half mile from the spot, porary administrator at the request of
near a local coal mine, where his the business men of Colville. L. B.
assailants had set upon and nearly Harvey, mayor of that city and owner
killed him and finally, according, to his of the hospital, who attended Hoss durstory, robbed him of nearly $200. He ing his last sickness, filed a petition
was removed to the county hospital, as a creditor and asked permission to
where there is small chance of his re close up the estate, but no action was
taken by the court.
covery.
Jesus told the officers that he had
Hoss earned the money by working
been carrying $200 in his bf It for the early and late on the bench in his shoe
nast three weeks and that the fact shop and added to his savings by diswas known to other Mexicans on thej counting his bill in checks and buying
ranch. Saturday night he and a Mex warrants. He lived alone, going to Colican contractor, known as Joe, but be ville soon after his arrival in America
lieved to be Andrew Rubio, went to from Germany, a quarter century ago.
Eaton. As they were returning Jesus Following his death from apoplexy in
says Joe demanded the money, which the Harvey hospital there, a search of
he refused to give up. Then Jesus his place disclosed a can filled with
says Joe tried to kill him, using both $20 gold pieces, while in a small safe
knife and gun. At last Jesus handed in his shop a packet of bank certiover the money. The assailant has a ficates, warrants and mortgages and
peculiarly misshapen finger, and this currency, amounting to $40,0t0, the
tallies with the description of Rubio, rest being on deposit in the First Nawho recently was in trouble at Lu- tional bank.
cerne.
Rubio Arrested.
Fall colds are quickly cured by
Brighton, Colo., Oct. 26. A Mexican Foley's Honey and Tar, the great
answering the descritpion of Andrew throat and lung remedy. The genuRubio, the alleged assailant of a com- ine contains no harmful drugs. Sold
patriot named Jesus at Greeley, was by all druggists.
arrested here by City Marshal Ed
Youngroot. The Mexican was on his GROWING FIELD PEAS
to
way through town,
presumably
IS PROFITABLE INDUSTRY.
catch a freight train on which he had
been riding and from which he jumped
Yield of $74 Per Acre for State Agribefore reaching Brighton.
cultural College in WashHe grabbed for his gun as soon as
ington.
accosted, but surrendered peacefully
Oct. 2o. Growing
Wash.,
Spokane,
when the marshal covered him with a
of field peas will become a profitable
to
over
He
revolver.
wag turned
in eastern Washington and
Sheriff Herman J. Schloo, who will re- industry
other
of the northwest if the
parts
to
turn him
Weld county tomorrow.
made by the United States excrop
The Mexican, since his arrest, has
periment station at the state college
refused to talk about the crime. The of
Washington at Pullman is any enonly thing that he has said is that he couragement. The yield amounted to
is a Jap, and not a Mexican. Inside $74 an acre.
The "college farm had
his shirt $136 in bills were found. The 15 acres in peas, sown broadcast,
third finger of his left hand is crooked wnich gave an average yield of 37
and tallies with the description sent bushels, and sold for $2 a bushel. The
out from Greeley.
department of agriculture had 135
plats, each a rod square, and none
To quickly check a cold, druggists went under 35 bushels, while the maare dispensing everywhere a clever jority was over 50 bushels. Officials
at the farm say that peas are easy to
Candy Cold Cure Tablet called
Preventics are also fine for raise, adding that the soil in the
feverish children. Take Preventics at
country appears to be especialthe sneeze stage, to head off all colds. ly adapted to the vegetable. The crop
Co. was raised on
Box of 48 25c. Stripling-Burrow- s
land.
ANDREW RUBIO CHARGED
WITH HIGHWAY ROBBERY.

'

General Express Forwarders
TO

All Parts of the World.
Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing WeJls Fargo

DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS. TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable T&roagaoat the United States. Cauda. Mexico
and all Foreiga Countries.
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH .

J. D. BARNES. Aaent.

;

Pre-ventic-

Cut Glass, China and Silverware

345 San Francisco St.

A

Woman Kills Husband and He Has Gained Confidence of Indians
on Reservation and is Authority
Drowns
Then
Herself Denver Has
on Their Blankets.
Another Homicide Mystery.

sur-geo-

$5.00

S.5T

PAYS
DENVER

BILL

When Well Known Santa Fe People
Tell It So Plainly.
Angry

Train leaves for the north at 15:13

a

NAVAJO

USUAL SUNDAY
MURDERS AND SUICIDES
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Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Call up

'Phone 9

When in Need of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
RATES RIGHT.

CHAS. CLOSSO

Don Caspar Avenue

OUR MOTTO; To have the Best of Everything in Our Line

F.

SPIEGELBEEt,

Indian and Mexican
Wares and Curios.

Blankets, Baskets, Wax, Feather and Linen Drawn Work.
Opals, Turquoise, Garnets and Other Gems.

527 San Francisco St.

ONLY
of the finest

SANTA FE, N. M.

tIpeS?ks SALE

Embroideries

i White Goods

ALL OF THE VERY
EVER SHOWN IN THIS CITY.
LATEST AND NEWEST PATTERNS AND DESIGNS

INSPECTION IS RESPECTFULLY

SOLICITED

Pa-lous- e

non-irrigat-

ADOLF SELIGMAN DRY GOODS

CO.
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schools, their parents have been requested to see that the children have
proper medical treatment, and they
to
will not lie permitted to return
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
so
do
can
school
without
until
STURGESP.
FRANK
ihey
F.
WALTER
PAUL A.
danger to the other children. Some
Editor and President
250 cases are under suspicion, the exJOHN K. STAUFFER, Secretary-Treasureamining physician having not yet deEntered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postoffice.
termined whether trachoma has developed. It is estimated that when the
53.75
mall
six
months, by
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily,
of all the schools shall
examination
23
Daily per woek by carrier
2.00
Weekly, per year
it will be found
been
have
completed
75
carrier
Daily, per month, by
1.00
months
six
50 developed
more
Weekly,
than
are
there
lhat
65
Daily, per month, by mail
75 cases of trachoma, not to speak of the
7.00
quarter
per
Weekly,
mail
Dally, per year, by
suspicious cases which must await
In the matter of the
development.
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
cases, the parents of the
suspected
The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It Is sent to children are receiving notice in order
every postcffi:- in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation that such treatment as may be necessary may be provided."
among the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
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AMERICANS NOT THRIFTY.
reputation
American have a
in the'
fortunes
make
who
as plunders
as
than
being
an
eye
twinkling of
in
small
thirtfy and saving money
reis
of
sums until the accumulation
are
far
spectable size. The French
more thrifty and in some respects
have made that nation the richest in
the world. The Dutch and the Germans have a reputation for thriftiness
and have introduced those habits in
the United States. Says the New York

INTEREST

IN' ARCHAEOLOGICAL

!

Attorney-at-Law-

Sauta Fe

-

- .

New Mexico

OF SANTA FE.

EDWARD C. WADE,

...

Attorney-at-Law- .

Practices in the Supreme and District Courts of the Territory, in the
Probate Courts and before the U. S.
Surveyor General and U. S. Land
Offices.

Las Cruces

New Mexico
E. C. ABBOTT,
.

Attorney-at-Law-

Practice in the District and SuThe Taos Valley News makes the preme Courts. Prompt and careful
best., defense of the assessment of attention given to all business.
New Mexico
Taos county that it is posible to Santa Fe
make. Some of the points it adviances
RENEHAN & DAVtES.
are good. For instance, it saysx that
A. B. Renehan,
t. P. Davles,
its saw mills are cutting timber from
Attorneys-at-Law- .
Practice in the Supreme and
lands segregated by the Territory and
Courts. Mining and Land Law a
therefore Umber lands do notiabpear
Office in Catron Block. '
specialty.
on the 'assessment returns. But what Santa Fe
New Mexico
of the timber on patented land
CHARLES F. EASLEY,
grants? Several times, the News has
(Late Surveyor General)
been telling of the immense loads of
Attorney-at-Law- .
merchandise brought into Taos from
Land and Mining business a spe- Ute Park and yet, merchandise does cialty.
New Mexico
not appear on the assessment rolls as Santa Fe
it does in other counties. There is
HOLT & SUTHERLAND,
certainly more than $100 in "cash, the
Attorneys-at-Law- .
amount that appears in the assessment
in the District Courta as
Practic
Taos
But
News
the
returns, in
county.
acknowledges the county guilty as to well as before the Supreme Court of
certain paints in the indictment and the Territory.
New Mexico
pleads extenuating circumstances as Las Cruces
to others but says that the territorial
H. M. DOUGHERTY,
officials should do their duty. This the
Attorney-at-Law- .
officials "higher up" will do as far as
Practices in the Supreme and Dis
the law allows: Taos county, alone is
not guilty; every other county in the trict Courts of the Territory. Office:
New Mexico
Territory is in the same boat as a great- Socorro
er or lesser extent, not so much
WILLIAM McKEAN,
through the fault of county officials
Attorney-at-Law- .
but. owing to a system that thus far
has encouraged lax assessment metii- Mining and Land Law.
:

,WORK.
'
Now. that Santa Fe, 'through the
establishment of the School of Amer- ican Archaeology, has become virtually
the' center of archaeological research
work on the American
continent,
"
there should, be a revival of local interest in the subject of Archaeology.
It
planned, that as soon as the
roonls in the Old Palace just vacated
by the postoffice, can be transformed
into an auditorium, to have a lecture
and meeting each week at which
archaeological subjects will be discussed. How wide and great the interest in American archaeology elseCommercial:
where is manifest from the following
calculation
the
us
to
that
"It seems
in last week's issue of The Nation:
of Mr. Paish, editor of the London
'Today Mr. James Lceb, formerly
'Statist,' that the annual savings of of Kuhn, Loeb and Company, New
the people in the United States amount York, endows the Charles Eliot Northe
to $5,000,000,000 is somewhat, extrava- ton Memorial lectureship in
Institute of America.
Archaeological
gant, and that the statements by which Previous gifts by Mr. Loeb have made
it Ms supported are rather delusive. it possible to secure several foreign
scholars of note as lecturers for the
annual addition to the wealth of the institute; the new foundation will procountry is to be taken as correct, it vide an income which will be expendd$es not follow that this is a measure ed in accordance with the terms of
of savings of the people. A good many the letter to the president of the instiimnnlp rnmf intn llln COIintrV everV tution accompanying the gift."
; year with more or less property, and r
The letter is addressed to Profes- - uu&.
New Mexico
iiieie lias ueeu uiucii mipiuvc- - Taos
igood deal of foreign capital is invested sor Francis W. Kelsey, president of ment in recent years, owing to the
'here which adds to the wealth of the
C. W. G. WARD,
Archaeological Institute of Amer-- , forts of Governor Curry and of Trav-ica- ,
Ann Arbor, Michigan. It. says: ieling Auditor Charles V. Safford, and
nation. Considerable land is brought
Territorial District Attorney.
For San Miguel and Mora counties.
newly under cultivation and there are "I take pleasure in informing you that there will be still greater improveNew Mexicc
; various
increments of value in both I have instructed my secretary to ment in years to come, but the im- Las Vegas
;rural and urban property which arc pay over to the treasurer of the provement, is hastened by calling speNORTHCUTT & ROBERTS,
Archaeological Institute of America on cial attention to the most flagrant
Utot savings of the people.
C. J. Roberts,
October 21, $20,000 of the uve per cases of lax assessment and
G. Northcutt,
Jesse
IUUW1
Uit?
riUW
annual
cent
bonds
United
Steel
of
Attorneys-at-Law- .
the
methods.
States
jnotional wealth is due to saving and
for the endowment of the
Offices:
Raton, N. M., and Trini!how much to other causes it is impos Company
LecNorton
Thaiies
Memorial
Eliot
Colorado.
dad,
It is a very satisfactory review of
sible to calculate. Equally uncertain ture Fund.'
educational conditions in the Terri- is th? evidence of the amounts expendG. W. PRICHARD,
"The annual income is to be paid
ed in new houses in and about cities
tary that Superintendent J. E. Clark
and Counsel
over
more
to
an
one
or
as
honorarium
Attorney
business
for
to
Board
Ed
of
made
the Territorial
and towns, new buildings
all the District Courta
in
Practices
a
tor
archaeologists
ucation last week. There is signific
purposes, new mills and factories, and aistingmsned
and gives special attention to cases
to
course
be
for
of
lectures
delivered
in
ance
other
that
teachers
the
1,266
figures
the construction of railroads and
the affiliated societies of the insti attended the county normal institutes before the Territorial Supreme Court
works of one kind or another. The statute.
of
The experience
past and that 1,039 have a record of havs Office: Laughlin Blk. Santa Fe, N. M.
tistics of these expenditures are very years has
a
that
demonstrated
amply
ing attended each day for at least
'imperfect, and such as we have are constantly growing public eagerly ten
GEORGE w. BARBER.,
clays and that 200 holding third
the
largely estimates. But whatever
and Counsel
avails itself of the opportunity which grade certificates attended for four
Attorney
sum may be, it is not wholly made up these lectures afford to
In
Practices
the District Court and
abreast
keep
weeks. Never were $3,000. of public
of the savings of the year and may not of the latest researches of a science
Courts of the Territory.
Supreme
more
than
money
expended
correspond with them in amount. It which is constantly increasing our went to these wisely
two hundred teachers Prompt attention given- to all business.
New Mexico
may be taken to no small extent from respect for the achievements of an- anxious to
themselves for Lincoln County
other forms of investment, which may tiquity. I deem it a privilege to en- their duties. improve
No wonder
SuperCATRON & CATRON,
le replaced, if at all, in part from dow the institute with a fund that will intendent Clark says that that
"gratifying
considerable
A
part enable it, for all time, to help, not results are
and Counsellors-at-Laforeign sources.
Attorneys
being obtained in practicOffice:
:of the new capital that goes into rail only its members, but also the gen
Catron Block.
ally every county in the Territory owNew Mexico
road construction and mining and in eral public, to enjoy the fruits of fu- ing to the largely increased interest Santa Fe
dustrial enterprises, and even into pub- ture archaeological discovery."
of our people in the management of
G. VOLNEY HOWARD,
lic securities, is drawn from other
It is such thoughtful friends that the rural school and especially on acsources than the savings of our own the Archaeological Institute calls its count of the marked efficiency of our
Attorney and Counseler at Law
Practices in all courts of Territory
people,
own all over the world and it is such county superintendents." New MexiSpeaks Spanish.
"There are obvious deductions to be friends that Dr. Edgar L. Hewett is co can without fear of unfavorable
192 Black.
'Phone
criticism
its
schcol
uncertain
compare
public
niade in the use of such
interesting in the School of American
18
Rooms
and
19,
Laughlin Block
measures of annual savings. It is Archaeology at Santa Fe which is be- system with that of any of the west- M.
N.
Santa
Fe,
ern
states.
Inbut
ing maintained by the American
largely a matter of guesswork,
that there is an average saving of 12, stitute which has similar schools
W. A. FLEMING JONES,
or $C0, per head of population is highly at. Jerusalem, Athens and Rome, the
These must be vexatious days for
Bonds and Investments.
There are large classes school at Santa Fe, however, being those who are seeking to undermine
improbable.
U. S. Commissioner for the Third
the
archaeonly school of "American"
of the population, including most of
Governor Curry and the Republican Judicial District of New Mexico.
the ten or twelve millions of negroes, ology in the world.
leaders with the national administra Lt- - Cruces New Mexio
who save nothing at all. Of the eighty
tion. They are "like an egg, so full of Eastern and local bank references.
to ninety millions of people in the THE PROBLEM OF TRACHOMA. themselves that they have no room for
United States sixty millions would be
H. R. PUTNAM,
It is certain that there are cases of anything else
They feel in duty
a liberal estimate of the number of trachoma at the IT. s. Indian Industrial bound to run the politics of New Mex
U. S. Court Commissioner and
those among whom the savings would school. Those cases are being segre-- ' ico and each one hopes in secret to be
Conveyancer.
have to be apportioned in ascertaining gated and are bein z treated, under the It, when U. S. senatorships, state
LOANS AND REAL ESTATE.
a real average. The actual savers are auspices of a government physician, governorships and other nice things
Correspon ents asking Information
mostly heads of families or independ- Uncle Sam does that much for the In- - are passed around. But this is not a concerning the Territory of New Mexent workers, and their number can dian children. "What does Santa Fe year of very smooth sailing for these ico promptly answered
New Mexico
hardly exceed fifteen or twenty mil- do for the pupils of its own schools? gentlemen and some of the gentlemen Texico
we
among
If
divide
$5,000,000,000
lions.
The physician who attended the case3 implicated now wish they hadn't taken
' Draftsman.
these we shall get an annual average at the U. S. Indian Industrial school, is so positive a stand, but it is too late R. W. WITTMAN,
M.
N.
who
Santa
are
Fe,
There
many
of $250 to $300.
a specialist on trachoma;
he ex- - for them to make amends. Like the
save much more than this and there pressed the opinion that it is very fallen angel that Milton tells about in
Copies made of official township,
are many who lose or spend more than likely that there are cases of trachoma "Paradise Lost": "Which way I fly is small holding, mineral and grant
they get in a year; but, taking the to be found right now among pupils of hell, myself am hell," and as Good plats. Also, transcripts of field notes,
country over and all conditions togeth- the Santa Fe schools. Now trachoma win's Weekly of Salt Lake City con; grant papers and other public records
er, it is not credible that there is an is not a fatal disease; the first few eludes similar remarks about politi- - on file in the U. S. Surveyor General's
annual saving which, evenly distribut- years it may give little discomfort, cal conditions in Utah: "I believe I office.
ed, would amount to anywhere near but it is an infectious disease and it made a hell of a mistake when I took
$G0 a year for every inhabitant. No leads to blindness. It has
OSTEOPATHY
already up politics as a business."
' such sum as
$5,000,000,000 saved can
wrought frightful havoc among the In-- (f
be reasonably accounted for."
DR. CHARLES A. WHEELON
dians; it is commencing to destroy the j ' Duran is only a small settlement
Successfully treats acute and chronic
eyesight of men and women in many lhus far. rt has ambitions to become
Enough time has elapsed to dem- other homes and it is beginning to at- - a city some day but at present it has diseases without drugs or medicines.
onstrate that the new tariff is not only tack the children of those who are not reached the 500 population mark, No charge for consultation. Office:
No. 103 Palace avenue. Hours: 9 to
a revenue producer but also a pros- not Indians.
There is no need of a But Duran
of
boasts
already
perity stimulator. During the month panic, for the disease is curable, but ItB rert light district.- which is a sad 12 aMn., and 2 to 5 d. m. 'Phone 156.
of September, the increase of exports there should be a careful inspection of commentary on existing conditions.
JOHN K. STAUFFER,
over the same month last year was every child attending
the public
the Duran Weekly News:
more than ten per cent, or $14,500,000. schools and children that have tra--' Says
Notary Public.
"A rough house was reported at one
New Mexico
Fe
Santa
This increase is not only of one or ehoma should be segregated and given
of the joints in the red light district
PrintMexican
Office
New
with
two leading articles but is scattered medical care. If this is
the
being done Tuesday evening. Officers were callamong many products.
ing Company. .
for the Indians, it should be done for ed to quell the disturbance."
Many articles show material im the white children. It is being done
Evidently a case for the mounted
- provement. Copper, in pigs and bars, at the
capital of the neighboring tershould do to Duran what,
for example, shows a growth for Sep- - ritory, for says the Arizona Republi- police who
'
to
did
Vaughn not so long ago.
LAUNDRY
they
tember of nearly $1,000,000 over the can:
,
j
cf
last
year.
WORK
period
corresponding
"A srave problem confronts the peo!
Flour' shows an increase of- nearly
The intended retirement of Gover
of Phoenix.
It is the problem of nor
pie
Corn, coal, meats, cotton
$1,000,000.
Your laundry to the
Curry from all public office to de- cloths, cotton seed oil, lubricating suppressing the eye disease, trachoma, yote 1110 utuc iu pleasing pnvmc
IMPERIAL LAUNDRY
hnt
Hiialnoa nffnira hnH hoon
oils, furs and. fur skins, boots and in ine PUDllC SCnOOlS.
at Albuquerque.
"The health officer employed by the is to be regretted nevertheless. He
shoes, sole leather, upper leather, oil
cake, steel rails, electrcal instru- school board to examine the eyes of has accomplished much in restoring Basket leaves Tuesday,
ments, typewriters, mineral oils, sew- - the school children has not yet com- - harmony to the Republican party and Returns Friday.
ing machines and other articles show, pleted his task the pupils at the Cen- - in guiding the ship of state into more AGENCY for Santa Fe at Kerr
increases over the corresponding fig- - tral building and at the Churchill tranquil waters, where good roads
' ;
j school have not been examined.
ures of last year.
But, building, better assessment methods, Barber Slop';
Phone No 122
000,000 for the nine months
ending so far. 38 well developed cases of tra- - public school improvement, occupied F. O. BROWN,
Cotton shows a gain of nearly $14,. choma have been found. The suffer- - a much larger place than political in- Red
Agent.
wlth September.
from the trigue and machine, construction.
ers;, have been excluded
-
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The Oldest Banking institution in
New Mexico. Established in 1870
Capital Stock,
$150,000
and
Undivided
Surplus
Profits, 75,000
Transacts a general banking business in all its branches.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and 5
cj stocks
in all markets for its customers.
Buys and sells 5
and
domestic and foreign exchange
makes telegraphic transfer ji;
2 of money to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms
;
2 as are given by any moiey transmiting agency public or x
5 private.
Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of three
5 per cent per annum, on six months' or years' time.
Liberal 5
b advances made on consignments of livestock and products.
f The bank executes all orders of its patrons in the banking line,
and aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects, Jr
2 as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound bank- - b
5 ing.
Safety deposit boxes for rent. The patronage of the 5
z.
public is rcspecfully solicited.
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Hotel
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Table Service

the West
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Room for Com- - '
mercial Travelers
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SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
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Long Distance Telephone Station.
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60c
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Undertaker and Embalmer
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.
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In the gtaae
of life every
collar saved

ONE

DOLLAR

A. few dollars save! each
moatti by the industrous
wager earner or frugal
Hous wi'p msan? Health.
Wealth, Happiness and
Hatne Comfort.

start a

will

SAVING
ACCOUNT
with this
Bank,

Miss Addie RHlly, an authoress, is a j
visitor in the Capital City.
E. SchiMUiiiin, a traveling man from
St. Louis, is registered at the Palace,
L. H. Darby, a Denver candy sales-- j
man, is in town a guest at the Claire,
S. M. Hirsohberg, a commercial man
from Chicago, is stopping at the
Claire.
Thomas E. Young, a coffee sales- man from Chicago, is registered at
the Claire.
J. V. Mullen of Denver, is here on
irrigation matters. He is stopping at'
j
the Palace.
R.
return
J.
has
Pitaval
Archbishop
ed to Santa Fe from Las Vegas where
he sjient Sunday.
Captain Fred Fcrnoff of the mount-- j
ed police, is in the Estancia valley
cn a business visit.
Edward Velhagen, a railroad man
fioiu Alamosa, Colo., is registered as a
guest at the Palace.
D. P. Ellis, a. traveling man from i
Omaha, Neb., was among yesterday's
arrivals at the Claire. ,
i
j

j

a

is

!

point

scored.

(

j
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DIRECTORS
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N. B. LAUGH LtN
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leese, forest ranger at

Espa-nola-

Which are You Paying For?
The
Load or the Little Load.
Big
If you have an ordhnry heater you arc buying the big load

H. HANNA

FREDERICK MULLER

i

I
'

where the ?:tk)1 Mud would be sufficient fuel to produce the same
amount of he:;: in the

,

f,

WILSON HEATE.R.

was among last night's arrivals.
stopping at the Claire.
The celebrated Ho: Bh.st Down-Draf- t
in the Wii.-oJ. P. Holland, representing a Denproduces perfect
ver firm, is among the traveling men
combustion and the burnable fumes which cscap,. in other heaters are
,
stopping at the Claire.
consumed in the Wilson, so that tverv shovel f a of coal in
S. T. Staines, a traveling man from
the WiJron Heater will produce 40
cent inure heat than
New York arrived on last night's train
the rr.me amount or coal in other hcUen.
taking quarters at the Claire.
M. E. Dodge, government sheep inIS.o
likes to waste mo;..-- v
why throw away 40 per
spector from Espanola, came in last
f'uei.
on
e
cent
dollar
lor
cry
you spend
evening, registering at the Claire.
"V. H. Sheahon, a traveling man from
Santa Fe Hardware
Chicago, was among last night's arrivals taking quarters at the Claire.
Stpp'y CompiDy
P. I. Hale, of Denver, is in town
representing a book concern. He is
making headquarters at the Claire.
Mayor Jose D. Sena and family
jjjjQjjQ3BI
have returned from a sojourn at Las formance the olio took place and a
Cruces where they visited relatives. number of specialties were introduced.
'4
H. H. Hibbard, a traveling man of Morrison's orchestra was also on hand
THE BUKSON Hose at
Chicago, was an arrival on today'sj and between the numbers furnished
noon train. He is a guest at the Claire. j delightful music. Because of the great
the price we cftVr thtm
Sten Lund, the contractor and en-- j success achieved last night the
cannot be duplicated
will be repeated tonight.
gineer of the Arroyo Hondo dam,
spent today in Albuquerque on busi- - j Those who are in the company are
for viilue in this or ahy
j Miss Cora
ness.
Hannish, Mrs. Allan
Julius Linde, a traveling man from
Ruth Bishop, Jo. E. Rickards,
ci'y,
St. Louis, is in town representing a Frank E. Keefe, M. A. Stanton, A. A.
dry goods firm. He is a guest at the Maloney, D. P. VanBurg, F. W. Mackie
.1. VV. Wood, Norman
Palace.
King, Roy Crich-ton- ,
A.
came
Allan
Charles
Gus
Spiess
McCord,
Attorney
Koch, C. D.
over from Las Vegas last night on a Miller, Stewart VanVllet.
We have
business trip. He' is a guest at the
Je E. Rickards, director; Allan Mcpushing this popular advertised
Palace.
Cord, vocal director; Mrs. Hatch, acbrand for two years and our confidence is, such
Governor Curry will leave tomor- companist; Incidental music, Morrirow afternoon for Peach Springs, Ari- son's orchestra.
that we can conscientiously recommtud them.
zona, to visit an aged aunt who is
ill.
critically
U. S. District Attorney David J.
Leahy and his assistant S. B. Davis,
Jr., have gone to Roswell to attend
federal court.
Abaut a Home
Miss Marie Rudolph, who has been
reWoman UvIiir In
visiting at Loretto Academy, has
Kvprv tftl
property ioniis to
turned to her home at Rociada, San
(ret Into a boune of her own.
There are hundreds of things
Miguel county.
she would like to do to make her
Hipolito Martinez and J. G. Lovato
own home more confortablo,
THE RACKET STORE.
the
in
were
and pleasant Nearly
wife
attractive
of Chamita,
and
city
every won' an is a money saver
today to place their children in the
and she will help jou wonderfully
to pay for a borne.
St. Catherine school.
Inspector E. E. Van Horn of the
Cattle Sanitary Board left this afterThe most complete lire rf
Our bus'ness has doubkd
noon for Vaughn, Guadalupe county,
Goods and notions to
in less than two years.
fancy
Do
to inspect a shipment of cattle.
be
in
found
the
Tbtre must be a cause.
territory
civil
John L. Zimmerman,
engineer
We will 'ell you a very desirof Las Vegas, who has been in the
able hon e on peyn:ents which
rent money will nuke
jour
city several days past on a business
l'ont wait. Begin now paying
for your home.
visit, left this morning for home.
LET US KX PLAIN OCR
Q2
R. E. Curry, a hardware salesman
CONTRACT FOR CHEAP MOfrom Denver, arrived late last night
NEY.
He stopped
and left this morning.
GEO. M. KIXSELL
over night as a guest at the Palace.
294 Sau Francisco St.- Hon, Charles A. Spiess of Las Vegas, is in Santa Fe and will shortly
leave for New York and possibly
YOUR ATTENTION
Washington, on very important legal
business.
Game Warden and Mrs. Thomas B.
TO OUR DISPLAY OF
Gable who had expected to be home
H.
KAUHE & CD- last Saturday, were delayed unexpectedly, and will not return until Thursday of this week.
Mrs. Robinson and daughter, Miss
THE LEADING
Edna Robinson, left this afternoon
for Tucson, Arizona, where they will
spend the winter. They had been at
NOVELTIES
the Sanitarium during the summer
months.
Miss Cora Hannish, who sang last
night at the Elks' minstrel show is
THE
from Terre Haute, Ind., and is spendas
the
Fe
in
the
winter
'Santa
ing
guest of Mrs. John W. Farmer, of 224
Johnson street. Miss Hannish has had
considerable professional experience
.
as a singer.
V. C. Burke will leave shortly for
his former home in Pennsylvania, and
Phone B:ack'78
Catron Block.
BOSS PATENT FLOUR
before returning to Santa Fe will visbech
use
it
BEST
it Washington, D. C, and other points
of Interest. He will be the guest of
gives the best, results in

I

B. LAMY
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HARDWARE

UNDERTAKERS

FURNITURE

PAINTERS' SUPPLIES

CH AIRS OF ALL KINDS

ati

j

Mc-Coi-

s

Charles Waper Furniture Co.

Ro"S

m

Ladies

Ladies

Hose

Hose

ben

THE WEST FOR THE WEST.
The Colorado Rational Life Assurance

Company

Denver Colorado.

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
-- of

the Southwest
Manager for New Mexico.

A M. BERGERE,
Santa Fe,

N. M.

Catron Block

Th Valley Hanch

Have you visited the VALLEY RANCH this year? If not why not?
Are you aware that the VALLEY RANCH buildings have been remolded at
e
best of home comforts with solenoid board?
great expeuseand
Are you aware that the ' biggest trout cntch on the Pecos this jearjwas
made by a Santa Fe man at VALLEY RANCH? The fishing season clOBts
ffei-th-

October 15th.
Aie you aware that the grouseland quail season opens Oct. 1st., deer Oct
15th.,? All game plentiful around VALLEY RANCH this Year,
Are you aware that the VALLEY RANCH nas the best tennis court and
dancing floor in the territory.
Famphlet aja.3. all lELorxn.a.tion.
J- N. M
ALLEY
MILLER,

F.

V

Mgr.

RANCH,

Ask Tour Wife

Ze?;L

i

25c. 35c. and 50c.

W. N. TOWNSEND

& CO.

Rent Money
Will

WE CORDIALLY INVITE

S.

Fall Models, Pattern and Tailored Hats

SPEG1ALREAL ESTATE VALUES
City lots from $85 00 up. Houses and lots from 1,300 up
Fruit ranches (clo-;- in) from $800 up. 100 acres in Pecos Val-'- i
ley, 2 miles from Roswell. ULder irrigation 2000 at res in: '
Rio Grande Valley; 55 acres in fruit orchard; 54 seres in
alfalfa, part of tract now under irrigation, balance can be '
e

irrigated

LON

MONEY TO

ON REAL

ESTATE

FOR FTJLL PARTICUIAKS CALL ON OR ADDRESS

o;.' c-...,.Watson
-

SANTA FE'

CATRON

&

BLOCK

-''

PH3NE

RED

j 89

Best Flour

his brother,

m

NAVAJO AND

A

m

V
It

CICEUIEOF

CHIMAYO
BLANKETS

Curios of Every Description
Possible At Reasonable Prices
FOR FIVE CENTS

I

.

M,---

President Taft.

'

All Ladies who visit the store will receive a free souveDier
We will sjmrtly have in a full line of
Mexican Straw Hats at oOcts. each

m

Francis

;

'

THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO
J. S. CANDELARIO Proprietor:
SOf 303 San Francisco Street, SantaFe H,

Congressman

Burke, one of the Republican Congressional leaders and close friend of

Minstrel
show
v
draws big house.

SOUVENIER POSTAL CARDS
A

Handkerchiefs etc.

,

SANTA FE

,T1

company
-

NEW MEXICO

In Belts, Collars and

-'

Last night Santa Fe turned out in
full force and filled the Elks' opera
house coming to enjoy a minstrel
show put on by local talent. The
show was under the personal
of Jo B. Rickards who has had
many years of experience in a professional role. Those who took part presented a good stage appearance and
showed that they had been well train-

super-Visio- n

ed.
The larse audience took to the jokes
of the end men quite readily and many
a laugh was brought out. The songs
were nearly all new to Santa Feans
and succeeded in pleasing.
Most of
the performers were called upon repeatedly for encores especially Miss
Cora Hanish who made a decided hit
with her songs and delighted the
with her excellent stage presence. After the regular minstrel per--

a Moda Millinery

bread and pastry of any
flour you cm buy.

contains more Gluten
which is the v?ry life of
and which
tha whea-;-

It

THE HOME BAKERY
EAST SIDE OF PLAZA.

,

mika the braid nutritious
and WHOLESOME
vitally
Another feature

BOSS
s
enti
FLOUR
PATENT
rely free from CELLULOSE-

the indigestible element
of the wheat.

I GO.
'.'.'..rasa.
1. 5.

HUE

NOW READY FOR BUSINESS
Order from Us direct, or Phone to the Wioter
Grocery or H. S. Kaune and Co, until our
phone js ia place, Lh us have your trderfor
regular goods or special order,

TAXIDERMIST, TANNER

&

FURRIER

Every Description of work in our line done to order
GAME HEADS MOUNTED

Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur; Repairing a Specialty
Send for prices for tanning and lining
furs and hides for rugs and robes
v- ,
Highest prices paid for raw furs of allkiods

V&S:".i2.W

FRANK
.

F- -

GORMLEY

SANTA FE. N. M.

7
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"
15735
10.00 p, m.
"
9.00
' 1.15 ' "

Kansas Oitv "i
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"
4.22
2.36
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Palace.
J. Splane, Chicago; J. W. Mullen,
Denver; Ed Velhagen, Alamosa; W. H.
Sheahan, Chicago; Charles A. Spiess,
Las Vegas: .Julius Linde, St. Louis;, A.
E. Bloxsom, Las Vegas; E. Schoeman,
St. Louis; R. S. Herbert, Las Vegas;
A. J. Moloch, Raton; R. E. Curry, Denver.
Claire.
D. P. Ellis, Omaha; John L. Zimmerman, Las Vegas; J. P. Leese, M.
E.
E. Dodge. Espanola;
Thomas
S. M. Hirschberg,
Young. Chicago:
Chicago: J. P. Holland. Denver; S. T.
Staines. New York; P. I. Hale, Denver; L. A. Darby, Denver.
Coronado.
W. C. La witt, St. Louis: S. Martin,
Pines; D. R. Carter, Pena Blanca.
Normandie.
Edward Sella, Sail Diego; Hopolita
W. F. Dewitt,
Martinez, Chamita;
Buckman; P. R. Mosliner, El Paso.
D.

AJ.T

PASS'll

STATIONS.;

DAILY.

And many otner painful ana
distressing ailments from
which most mothers suffer,
can be avoided by using
3N
Mother's Friend. This remv
to expectedy is a God-sen- d
ant mothers, carrying them
No woman who uses
through the critical ordeai with safety.
Mother's Friend need fear the suffering incident to birth; for it robs
ine ordeal of its dread and insures safety to life of mother and child,

HOTEL ARRIVALS

flew Iexico Central Railroad; Time Table.

1
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the Rock
Passenger daily makes direct connection at Torrance witu.
Island Golden State Limited, the fin est train in th eWest," making the
East and West. Tickets to all parts
nmvit time to and from all noints
Pullman berths reser ved. Exclusive agents all steamship
of the world.
lines. Information eladlv furnishe
Laughlin BUlg.
J. P. LYXG, City Freight and Passeu ger Agent

Hi 4

ft

leaving her in a condition
mor- - favorable to speedy recovery. The child is also
and good
healthy,
strong
.
book

sociFTiis

MAtCNIC.
Montezuma Lodge No.
1, A. F. & A. M. Rer
u1ar
communication
2
first Monday of eaca
month
at
Mason!
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
J. A. MASSIE.
Worthy Master
ALAN E. McCORD, Secretary.

Santa Fe Chapter

Our
containing
ble information will be sent
fr"c by writing to
BRADFIELD REGULATOR CO.
Atlanta. Ga.
(.,

funmi

rprl

;

R.

A.

No.

1.

M.

Regular
second Monday of
each month at Maseale
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
C. J. CRANDALL, h. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN. Secretary.

new way of conducting entertainments
in South Carolina that will find favor
Santa Fe Commandery No.
in the future, but it is wholly contrary !
1. K. T.
to all the ideas of courtesy and hosRegular conclave
fourth Monday in each
pitality that I ever heard of in this
month at Masonic Hall at
state, and I do not propose to lend any
7:30 p. m
aid or countenance to it."
H. F. STEPHENS, E. C.
In conclusion his letter says:
PERCY F. KNIGHT, Recorder.
"It seems to be the official scheme
to ask men to meet the President and
have them pay the expenses. I tell you
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
emphatically no, I will not attend the 14th degree, Ancient and Accepted
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meeta
luncheon."
on
the third Monday of each monte
memGovernor Ansell and the other
bers of the committee in charge of the at 7:30 o'clock in the evening la
affair have accepted invitations and Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
paid for tickets, as have more than Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cor
100 resident
of South Carolina out- dially invited to attend.
JOHN W. MAYES, 32,
side of Columbia, including United
Venerable Master.
States Senator Smith and Chief Jus
HENRY F. STEPHENS 32,
tice Jones.

'CSE2SI

GLEANINGS BY A

for Santa Fe
Art Exhibitions
"While in Santa Fe recently Mr. Bert
CAPTAIN LEA BOOSTS
FOR NEW MEXICO. Phillips held a conference with Dr.
Edgar L. Hewett, director of the
He Was in National Capital Attending School of Archaeology, relative to an
exhibition of the work of the souththe Scottish Rite Masonic
western artists or rather the artists
Conclave.
The following pleasantry regarding who choose for their subjects the life
J. S. Lea of Roswell, a member of and scenes of the southwest.
"Dr. Hewett expressed a wish for
the New Mexico penitentiary commisbetween the Archaeologsion, appeared in the Washington
ical School, which will be located in
Post:
"J. S. Lea of Roswell, X. M who the Old Palace at Santa Fe, and the
2
No
is
Miles
From
here in Washington attending the painters, to the extent of holding a
Miles Vrom
No 1.
S T A T I O N 8.
Raton
Dea Moines
DAILY
daily: convention of the Scottish Rite, is at representative exhibition in a splenthe Raleigh. Mr. Lea is a typical did gallery which will be construct'Secretary.
6 80 p, m,
49
0
Des Molnep,
New Mexican, tall, broad, steel blue ed in the Palace, especially for exhiArr,
I 00 a. m.
Lt.
6 15 p. m.
46
" Kumaldo,
LV
10 12 a. m.
bition
manner
and
of
and
bluff
blunt
purposes.
4 55 p. m.
eyes,
BOTH BOYS SAVED.
" Dedman
11
10 35 a. m.
,
4 35 p. m.
" Oapulln
B. P. O. E.
"The scheme as discussed contem10 53 a. m.
U
speech. Like most all New Mexicans,
Louis
4 25 p. m.
Boon, a leading merchant of
" vigii
29
,;,
20
ra
U 05
naof
exhibition
No. 460., B. P. O. B.,
the
wears
Fe
slouch
Mr.
Santa
buff
colored
Lea
a
making,
Lodge
55
24
8
plates
.
26
p, m.
II 20 a. m
, Thompson
3 30 p. m.
18
will bring to Norway, Mich., writes: "Three bot holds its regular session on the sectional
an
and
over
11
at
".
11 45 a. m.
the
hat
weather
tilted
eye
importance
Cunningham
ties of Foley's Honey and Tar abso
2 55 p. m.
" Clifton House Junction "
n
42
12 20 p. m.
Santa Fe many people of great promiond and fourth Wednesdays of each
2 30 p m. angle of thirty degrees southwest.
Arr
12 45 p. ra.
Arr.
0
lutely cured my boy who was so ill
RATON N M
ts
12 25 p. m.
art
and
in
scientific
nence
world,
1
is
a
the
Lt.
30
invitee1
Mexico
"New
Lv.
d. m.
great
country,"
i
"
with
a cold that the doctors gave him month. Visiting brothers are
12 05 P. m.
7
Lv.
it 60 p. in.
Olifton House Junction
u
that
anxious
is
Hewett
Dr.
Mr.
DAVID
is
and
"It
welcome.
KNAPP.
the
said
especially
40
11
Lea,
greatest
18
a.
m.
I'reston
was cured by taking Foley's
t)
i4 4515 p. III.
in,
11 06 a' m
28
68
Koehler
sta ." Mr. Lea caught himself as he the Taos Art Colony be fully repre- up,
p
Exalted Ruler.
11 15 a. m.
20
and Tar." Nothing else is as
60
Honey
4 55 p. m.
Koehler J not.
matter
J. D. SENA. Secretary.
sented and he will take up the
tlO 15 a. m. was on the verge of saying "state
88
sa
'I
Colfax
15 50 p. m.
safe
in
and
So'd
certain
results.
by
41
9 43 a. m.
77
6 15 P. m.
Oerrososo
,lt will be the greatest state in the personally with each member, urging all
9 25 a. m.
Lv.
6 35 p. m.
Arr
druggists.
47
of the
83
CIMARRON N. M.
7 60 a. m. Union after we are admitted.
There the educational importance
7 08 p. m.
Arr
Lv.
Knghts of Pythias.
7 40 a. in.
60
N. M.
Lv
OT
.. 10 p. m.
Nash
is a fortune for everybody who set undertaking and its far reaching bene
Fe Lodge No. 2, Knights of
Santa
7
25
a.
m.
68
7. 23 p. m.
83
Harlan
fit.
7 00 a. ra. tles down with us and land for every
69
'."
7. 45 p. ra.
94
Ute Park
Pythias. Regular meeting 1st and 3d
"The Taos Art Colony includes the
body. There is no countrv under the
CHEAP EXCURSIONS TO Tuesdays in month at 8 o'clock in I.
broad horizon that has any better men who have permanent studios here
O. O. F. hall, San Francisco St. Visitt Connects with E, P. & a. W. Ry. train No. 124 arriving In Dawson, N.
prospects than we have, and you find together with those who come for
ing Knights invited to attend.
M., 6:15 p. m.
for their pictures from time
AUGUST REINGARDT, C. C.
Connect with . P. A S. W. Ry. train No. 123 leaving Dawson, N. M., the finest and most loyal Americans material
JOHN K. STAUFFER. K. R. S.
right in our own country of New to time and such well known names
:S5 a. m.
as the following are found in the
via
Mexico."
f Stage for van Koutert, N. M., meets trains at Preston, N. M.
O.
E.
to
of
list,
Mr.
the
continued
Couse,
Lea
members;
Irving
sing
Dea
Moines
follow:
The New Mexican can do printing
C. & S. Passenger iraina arrive and depart from
New Mexico Central Bailroai
praises of New Mexico, there being a E. Berninghaus, Frank Sauerwin, J.
SOUTH BOUND.
NORTH FOUND
to that done in any of the large
equal
L.
E.
thousand verses to the laudation, each H. Sharp, W. L. Rollins,
No. 8, 9:27 a. m.
cities. Our solicitor, every piece of
No. 1, :08 a. m.
one treating on a different product
Albert Groll, E. A. Burbank,
No. 2, 7:05 p. m.
No. 7, 8:12 p. m.
work we turn out. Try our stock
November 1st. to 7th.
Mattias Sandor, Frederone
of
was
first
Bert
the
The
Phillips,
Territory.
C.
with
and
Raton
T.
A
F.
A.
once and you will certainly come
TracK connection with
I.
Preston,
Ry. at
W at Colfax, N. M., and Cimarrop A on the Territory's cattle producing ick Remington.
V
El Paso Fair and
S. at Des Moines, E. P sV 8
again.. We have all the facilities for
"The painters of the southwest inqualities, the second on its mines, the
M.
N.
at
Northwestern Ry.
Cimarron,
turning out every class of work, includes many names famous in Amerthird on cotton, and so forth.
one of the best binderies in
$13.40
Cimarron, N. M., la depot frr the following points In New Mexico: Ocate,
cluding
Exposition
is
which
that
Mexico
chief
"New
ican
be
will
and
art,
among
ought to
west.
the
Bayado, Aurora and Red Lakes.
be admitted as a state into the Union of Thomas Moran whose wonderful
Good returniDg Nov. 8th
Ute Park, N. M., Is depot for following points In New Mexico: Arroyo
session of Congress. We painting o the Grand Canon now in
this
coming
Black
Lobo,
Elizabeth
town,
Lakes.
Hondo.
Arrovo
Cerro,
Baldy.
beco.
The seals and record books- - for noare entitled to it," continued Mr. the El Tovar hotel, is the nearest apEl
Questa, Ranches ds Taos, Red River City, Taos and Twining.
taries
in
Train
Paso
arrives
public for sale by the New
the proach to an adequate description or
Lea; "we have the population,
Mexican
8
a.
In
for
time
W.
A.
m.
Printing Company at very
GORMAN,
J.
van HOUTEN;
fc. J. DEDWAN,
good daj
schools, the roads, the pro rata capi- interpretation of that sublime work
reasonable rates. Seals for Incorporman."
achieved
the
ever
of
the
the
by
nature,
tal,
intelligence,
Sig.
Superintendent V. Ores, and Gen ttgr- Gen- Pass- Agent atmosphere and every loyalty,
ated companies are also handled. Call
ingredient Taos Valley News.
I YNG,
RATON. N. M. which constitutes a
RATON. N. M.
at or address the New Mexican PrintBATON, N- - Mi.
great state.
City Freight & Passenger Agent
ing Company, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
In Memory of Kit Carson "On De"Who will be the next United
mSEBSi
States Senators?" That's hard to tell. cember 24 they are going to have ex-- 1
You see we have never had a chance ercises at Trinidad, Colorado, cpm- in New Mexico to really find out the meliorating Kit Carson's life, and at
political complexion of our Territory, that time Mayor Taylor is to have
I am a Democrat, but I must say tnat dedicated a marble statue of Carson
Governor Curry is all right; he is a in the park. It was, of course, the
good fellow. Yes, his name and that original intention to have Kit Carson's
of Delegate Andrews have been nien-- i remains disinterred and removed to
tioned as senatorial possibilities
Trinidad, and reburied with pomp and
and there are others."
ceremony, but the simple request of
James G. Fitch of Socorro. N. M., the noted soldier scout was more pois also nere attending the Scottish tent than a present day advertising
scheme and the protest of his old
Rite meeting.
friends in Taos and the decisive acIf people with symptoms of kidney tion of the Masonic fraternity of
or bladder trouble could realize their Carson was a devoted member, had
danaer thev would without loss of its effect. Trinidad has distinguished
time commence taking Foley's Kidney f ons- - wnose names are linked with
TO THE EAST & NORTH
Remedy. This great remedy stops the us local nisiory, uoionei si. vrain,
Dick Wootten, Jim Grey, and to them
pain and the irregularities, strengthNow in effect Via
ens and builds up these organs and let honor, and ceremony be shown and
there is no danger of Bright's disease shafts erected, but leave to New Mexor other serious disorder. Do not dis- ico and Taos the possession of the
NEW MEXICO
figure of their history, with full
regard the early symptoms. Sold by great
confidence
that his memory will be
all druggists.
A prominent atsacredly guarded.
E. P. & S. W.
of Albuquerque writing Cap
torney
COURT COULDN'T SEE
tain Simpson on this subject says: Of
JOKE AT ALL. course I don't
expect the matter of
A. N BROWN
For foll particulars,
Carson's body
Colonel
of
removal
the
&
W.
P.
A.
S,
p
K,
:g.
Address
Kl Paso Texas.
Spokane, Wash., Oct. 26. "Guilty to ever again be agitated but it is
of breach of the peace and assault in just as well to make assurance doubthe third degree; fine, $100 and costs," ly sure right now and get everything
was the entry made by George W. in such shape that further agitation
Stocker, a justice of the peace in would be useless. I would suggest
Spokane, after the name of W. E. that the matter of the preservation of
Schirmer, a wealthy grain buyer, the Carson home ought to be taken
charged with invading a sleeping- up by the New Mexico Historical Asroom in the Brubacker home at night sociation.
I do not know, of course,
and pulling W. B. Hoffman, a lawyer, what it would cost to buy the properout of bed and tearing his night robe. ty and take care of it, but it seems
Schirmer admitted everything alleged to me the money could be raised if
in the complaint, also adding some the proper effort were made.' That
sidelights. The men became involved seems to be an excellent suggestion."
in a lively argument earlier in the
Taos Valley News,
'
evening in the house, where they
Stations in British Columbia, California, Idaho,
have rooms, and Schirmer was worst- SENATOR BEN TILLMAN
ed. After the men retired, Schirmer
HAS NEW GROUCH.
Montana, Nevada, Oregon, and Washington.
dressed and went to Hoffman's room,
The kind that grows with your library
demanding that the lawyer take back Thinks It Violates Tradition of Southsome of the statements. Hoffman was
will fit practically any space
that
lhat
ern Hospitality to Charge $10 a
firm and the attack followed. HoffPlate at Banquet.
can be moved one unit at a time by one
man was pulled from his bed and rollis
ed around on the floor and in the
person without disturbing the
Columbia, S. C, Oct. 26. Because he
scuffle his garment was ripped into
practical, artistic, and the only perfect sectional
ribbons.
Schirmer tried for a full was asked to pay $10 for a plate at the
Via
will
luncheon
which
Presimade. Fitted with non-bindin- g,
roller
be
to
bookcase
before
but
he
could
given
make
Nelson,
the
hold Hoffman reached under the pil- dent Taft on the occasion of his visit
units
with
furnished
or without
bearing doors; base
lows and brought, forth a gun, chas- to this city, November 6, Senator B. R.
in
a
all
made
arid
of
woods
variety
drawers;
ing Schirmer into the street. Schir- Tillman has declined to attend, and
DEN
mer laughingly declared it was a states that he may not serve on the refinishes adapted to any, surroundings. Call and
joke, but the court could not see the ception committee.
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Died

of

Appendicitis Operation
S
C.
S Miss Lulu Phelns. (laughter of Mrs.
P. Pholps, an instructor in the preparX

i
t

s

Coilcge of Agriculture and Mechanic
t
s
Arts, died at El Paso yesterday from
1
an operation for appendicitis. She was
i
22 years and was to have been
a!"d
Beien
The
Belen:
at
Typhoid Fever
I
Tribune reports quite a number of; married next month.
Died of Tuberculosis Miss Rose
cases of n I'hoid fever in that place,
SHverstein of Chicago, who had been
Appointed U. S. Commissioner
in Santa P for her health,
Maying
has
Meehem
0.
appointed!
Ju.Jst'
liic-last
S.
comnight at: 9:30 a victim of
V. M. Berber of Helen a U.
iciikir trouble. The deceased was
misMouer.
Wife of County Commissioner Dead nineteen years of age. A sister is
and will accompany the remains)
Mrs. Samuel Ueck. wife of County
Commissioner (lock of Dona Ana court- id Chicago where interment will take!
i:irce.
iy, iiieu at uena Ana.
Fifty Years the Standard.
'wo Drop Dead at El Paso Philo
Girl. Fractures Wrist While Skating.
Marian;, the daughter of Deputy Dis It. Christie- of Washington, D. C, aged
Makes finest cake and
trict Clerk
Lemon, at Las C races. 35 years, who went, to El Paso from;
Alamogordo, died suddenly of uibercu-- j
broke her wrist while roller skating.
pastry, light, flaky biscuit,
losis yesterday Erich Norwald, aged
Meeting of Presbyterian Synod
delicious griddle cakes
The annual meetiug of the Synod of :;; years, died suddenly at El Paso of
New Mexico of the
Presbyterian' a hemorrhage of the lungs. The El
palatable and wholesome.
church, is being held at Phoenix. Ariz. i'.iso Herald says that both deaths
jiscooal Church at Belen The were the result of the cold wave that
Ingredients found in the
Protestant Episcopal denomination visited El Paso on Saturday.
low-price- d
Two
will build a church at Belen.
Come and see the funny men at Elks
baking powlots have been purchased for the pur- 'heater beginning tomorrow
ders are deleterious. The
night,
pose.
and the elegant pictures, and the deactive principle is a minDiphtheria and Scarlet Fever at At- lightful music by Mrs. Hatch. Prices
eral acid derived from sulo and 15 cents.
H buquerque .Sanitary Inspector Thornphuric acid, oil of vitriol.
as Morrin reports a case of diphthe-- Stole Thirty-fivWatches Night be-- j
ria and a case of scarlet fever in Albu-- j fore last, the show window of an Ell
querque.
Paso jewelry shop was broken with'
'SWISS
Pictures change tomorrow night at a. brick and thirty-fiv- e
watches taken!
Elks theater and in addition Tinkle out of it.
j
iin':,Ai'Ti
and Dade, comedians, will give their
Wil-Successful Raising
Potatoes
Prices
as
usual
same
act.
specialty
Ham Mente, a son of Henry Meute, a;
10 and 1.5 cents.
rancher in the Pecos valley near
On
NovemCattle
Big
Shipment
was in today with a wagon-loaCowles,
45
B.
F.
ber 10,
Paukey will ship
of potatoes which were grown at
cars of cattle from his ranch near
Laniy, to Fort Collins, Colorado, lor the ranch. Mente had twelve acres'
planted in potatoes and raised about 120: X. Y. C. 132
feeding purposes.
S. P. 126; U. P. j
market
Hogs
Receipts, 17,000;
Unsuccessful Attempt to Escape A: 10.0(H) pounds to the acre, the potatoes
New York, Oct. 2(1. Copper weak, steady. Bulk of sales $7.407.7;
s
a standard
a
jail prisoner who tried to escape from selling at one and
spot 1212.25; lead quiet heavy $7.00 7.S0; packers and butchSheriff Denney at Alamogordo, was re- pound. Others in the neighborhood 4.32
(d 4.40; silver 50.
ers $7.5057.75; light $7.1.5(0 7.65; pigs
)
WOOL MARKET.
captured by a small boy who had pur- are having equally as good results,
$.55017.00.'
Noon
Palace
Arrivals
Clyde
sued him out of the city.
St. Louis, Mo.. Oct. 20. Wool, firm;
Sheep
Receipts lO.nOO: market
District Attorneys Meeting A meet- Staude, Chama; Lloyd Hunoake, Albu--j territorv and western mediums, 24
lambs
Muttons $3.904.70:
steady.
Chi-j
H.
H.
Hibbard,
ing' of all of the district attorneys of querque. Claire
29; fine mediums, 23(0)20; tine, 1420.
and
wethers
year$5.757.00:
range
will be held at Phoenix on cago: A. A. Vickers, Las Vegas; RuArizona
GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
ewes $3.005.
lings
range
$4.()05.25;
Lasi
November 10, to enforce methods ot be rt .Jaramillo, Jesus Gallegos,
Chicago, 111., Oct. 26. Wheat
Chicago, 111., Oct. 26 Cattle Rebetter law enforcement.
Lunas; Ben C. Garside and wife. Den-- ! Dec. 104
May 104 8
111.
j
ceipts 9,000; market steady to strong.
ver: M. O. Loekhart, Niantic,
Corn Oct. 60: Dec. 53
Con-- ;
Conductor
Badly Injured
Beeves $3.908.90; Texas steers $3.80
39
42
The
Predicted
Fair
Weather
OatsDec.
May
ductor Clarence Hale, a conductor on
western steers $4.257.50;
4.S0;
18.92
Oct.
as
remain
has
to
Jan.
it
is
fair
Pork
23.35;
weather
the El Paso and Southwestern railway,
and
11.971-2- .
stackers
feeders $3.005.10; cows
Nov.
Oct.
Lard
ever
12.25;
been
of
Septhe
since
early part
was crushed between two cars at
and
calves $6.75
Oct.. 10.75; Nov. 10.65.
heifers
Ribs
$2.005.25;
mixinium
The
tember.
temperature
Vaughn, Guadalupe county, and will
3.00.
!0 decrees, the miniwas
STOCK.
LIVE
yesterday
probably die of his injuries.
mum last night 118 degrees. The rela15,000; market
Hogs
Receipts
Kansas City, Mo., Oct. 20. Cattle
Mrs. Hatch will preside at the piano
G o'clock last
at
mixed $7.45
$7.30
7.85;
tive
evening
humidity
steady.
Light
600
south20,0(10,
including
the remainder of this week at Elks
Receipts,
8.00; heavy $7.35 8.05; rough $7.35
erns; market steady. Native steers,
theater and Tinkle and Dade will put was :js per cent.
(S 7.55 : good choice heavy $7.557.30;
on their comedy act changing each
$4.50 & 8.50: southern steers $3.20
of sales. 7.757.05.
bulk
j
4.60; southern cows $2.503.80: native
night.
cows
stackers
and
heifers
$2.255.25;
Sheep
Receipts 28,000; market
Tried to Set Fire to Harvey House
AND
METALS.
bulls
MONEY
Natives
$2.75
feeders
and
strong.
$3.105.00;
$2.504.80; western
cleaner
a
Joseph Ryan,
discharged
atj
New York, Oct. 2(!. Prime paper 5 3.75; calves
western $2.75 4.80;
$4.505.50;
$3.507.25;
yearlings
the Harvey house at Belen, has been
western
mexican dollars 43: call steers $3,7515.25; western cows $2.75 lambs, native,
$4.257.15;
arrested on the charge of trying to Cd 5
Amal. 80 :4; Atch. (3:4.75.
set fire to the Harvey house out of monev i(di
$t.507.10.
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These are a Baltimore Oyster Packed and Sealed
in Biitirnore, no if.', water or dirt of any kind ever
touches them and at the siuie time ail the original
ilivor is retained, and they only cost a trifle more
than those that come in buik

NO. 92.
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Denver, Colo., Oct. 20. Fore-Ne- w
Mexico: (Jen- east for
'rally fair tonight and Wednes- day with stationary
tare.
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Bakery
The largest

HAVE YOU SEEN THE
QUANTITY AND TRIED
THE QUALITY OF OUR

i

!

and most
complete
line of

groceries in
the city

BAKtRY DEPARTMENT

No Lime Phosphates
j

half-cent-

j

I
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j

J

We handle all kinds

i

of hay, grainand feed
Phone

Ho.

4.

F. Andrews,

Phone
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NOW IS THE TIME
To have that SUIT clemed, prtssed and put in good shape
We will do u
for tall wear.
We will c large RIGHT.
The Goldberg Gleaning and Pressing Establishment
PHONR

203

208

BLACK

WEST PAI.AOK AVE
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MARKET REPORT

e are selling out our surplus stock of CHAIRS. DRESSERS, COMMODES. BEDS and
TABLES. We have just received a carload of fine furniture and our space is inade

quate to display it, for that reason and 'to introduce the proprietors of the new
firm, we are selling out the surplus, NOW IS THE TIME TO BUY.
Come Early

And Get First Choice, The Best Goods Always Go First. Here Are Some Of Our Bargains.

1
Golden Oak Rockers high back, strongly built regular price $5.00 Sale price
Genuine Mahogany finish rockers regular price $10.00 Sale price

$3 25

$650

Mahogany rockers, leather seat made to sell at $16.50 Sale price
Golden Oak rockers made to sell at $4.00 Sale price

$12.00

$2.75

D.S"

SingleBeds, White enameled, brass trimmings extra good value, regular price $4.50 Sale price
A new line of brass and white enameled beds at 20 per cent discount on all.

$3.00
1

Iron beds green enameled regular price $8.50 Sale price
Iron Beds full size, white enameled made to sell at $8.00 Sale price
1r

if.

i- &

us

FE HARDWARE
SUPPLY G00

$5.25
$5 00

